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“Sensory Endeavors,” a collection of seven short stories, uses a variety o f 
protagonists to explore different themes. Breaking with traditional short story collections,
I have put together stories with no apparent connection in an attempt to span the vastness 
of human existence. In “Playing Chess,” a middle-aged phone sex operator learns to 
accept the fact that her dying father is more important than the men on the other end of 
the phone. “Things o f Light and Beauty” travels through a girl’s imagination as she 
escapes the house in which her mother dies and her father ignores her, until her fantasy 
world helps her recapture happiness. The stories, while investigating common human 
experiences, use bizarre, and sometimes fantastical, scenarios to explore these 
experiences. In “Legs,” a m an’s wife chops off both his legs, which leads to a rift 
between two lifelong friends. The protagonist of “Drowning” disappears into the ocean 
on some nights, and this inhibits her ability to have a child. Throughout the collection, the 
stories embrace the unexpected to demonstrate that no matter the situation, at the heart o f 
everyone, is a common humanity.
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Drowning
The moon peeks a silver sliver from behind a cloud. Shelly lies on the sand, 
letting the warm breeze smooth over her naked body. She is wet from whatever happens 
underneath that dark water. Her limbs are limp and loose, exhausted. She brushes some 
sand from the hollow o f her hipbone, and marvels at how smooth her skin is. The sand 
and salt scrub away all her dead skin, leaving her body soft like a baby’s.
She touches her stomach, where a child lives. It is not rounded yet, but the doctor 
tells her a baby is there. She traces a stream of water as it falls down the slim line of her 
hip, as it works its way towards the tangle of dark hair between her legs. Her fingers feel 
fresh and new, as if  the baby inside her has given her a more powerful body.
She wonders what the child would look like if it were allowed to live. She 
imagines Kevin’s blond hair and her own dark eyes. She sees her newborn child, skin red 
and wrinkled, eyes wide with curiosity and innocence, and she slips a finger inside 
herself. This feeling, that a child is waiting to be bom, gives her entire body a tingling 
sensation. Shelly strokes a nipple, twirling it between thumb and forefinger, slowly 
bringing it to life. She wonders how any touch ever satisfied her before. She wishes she 
could reach her baby, touch the new life in her belly, but her fingers w on’t reach. Shelly 
digs her heels into the sand and cries out as her body arcs and shudders beneath her 
touch.
She lies on the cool sand, her sweat evaporating from her body. She shivers, but is 
too spent to get up yet. Her breath slows. The stars are bright, shining blue-white in the 
sky. Shelly looks to the horizon, but she cannot discern dark water from dark night.
She suddenly wishes that what she just saw so clearly, like it was happening on 
the expanse o f sand in front o f her, could be reality. That her daughter could be bom. 
When she missed her period, her first feeling was fear, then happiness, then anger, 
because she knew that no matter how much she wanted this child, she couldn’t have it. So 
at the doctor’s office she pursed her lips into a thin line and told him she wanted an 
abortion.
The doctor looked up from his clipboard. He had light brown hair parted on the 
side so a bit o f it flopped over his forehead. Shelly fought against the urge to brush it out 
o f his eyes. “Are you sure that’s what you want?” he asked.
“Yes.” She kept her voice firm.
“Okay, you have to talk to someone about it first, that’s policy, and I can set you 
up with that in a few days. That sound good?”
“Yes.”
But now, the vision o f her daughter, red and wrinkled, stuck in her mind, Shelly 
isn’t so sure. Who is she to say that it can’t happen, to prevent any happiness that could 
be waiting for her? To suck it all down a tube, not even give her a chance at life?
Lightning flashes in the distance and Shelly remembers where she is, and why. 
And that’s why she can’t have a baby, because she can’t be trusted with it. That’s what 
Kevin had said.
“But how?” he asked when she told him.
Shelly shrugged. They were lying in bed, in that languor that comes after making 
love. Early morning sun shafted through the blinds. “I don’t know. Nothing’s perfect.
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Here.” She took his hand in her own and pressed it against her bare skin. Kevin stroked 
her stomach and Shelly arched her back against the gentle brushing o f his fingertips.
“In there,” he said with a little bit o f wonder in his voice. “There’s a baby in
there.”
Shelly held his eyes with her own and asked the question that needed to be asked. 
“Is that a good thing?” She was scared o f his answer, even though she knew what it had 
to be. She didn’t know if  she wanted confirmation or argument from him. Maybe she just 
wanted silence.
He took his hand from her stomach and brushed her cheek lightly before looking 
away and sighing. “I don’t know. I mean, you know I want one, but I don’t see how it 
could work. Y ou’re alone so much already.”
“Could you get a different job?” Kevin was a reporter for the local paper, and 
often traveled up and down the Outer Banks searching for stories. But Shelly didn’t know 
why she was arguing with him. They’d had this conversation a hundred times, both of 
them wanting a child, both o f them realizing it couldn’t work right now, that some things 
would have to change. But arguing felt like the right thing to do, like she owed it to the 
baby to at least put up a fight.
“I guess. I could try at least. It’s not the easiest thing to do in this town. That’s not 
really the problem though. What about when you disappear?”
That was always the issue. The nights when Kevin awoke at four in the morning 
to Shelly slipping into the sheets next to him. Those nights they couldn’t predict, the ones
with seemingly no pattern, no common thread to bind them together. And they happened 
often enough to be a worry.
“And what if you took the baby with you?” he asked.
“Would I do that? Take the baby?” She hadn’t thought about that before. Since 
she never knew what happened, she had never thought that she might take the baby with
“I don’t know. That’s the problem. We don’t know what you do, so we don’t 
know what you’re capable of doing.”
Shelly shrank back at that. “What do you mean, capable of?’
He kissed her before he answered, a light fluttering brush across her lips that she 
didn’t return. “I just don’t think we can know for sure if the baby would always be safe 
with you.”
Though she sensed the truth in those words, Shelly wanted to hurt him for saying 
them out loud. She felt her eyes hardening into anger, and she saw that Kevin saw it too. 
He grabbed her before she could pull away and held her to him.
“I know you can’t control it,” he said, “but this is a big decision, and I think we 
need to be honest with ourselves. We can’t have a child if we can t be sure of caring for
Shelly knew that he was right, and so she relaxed against him and said, bitter 
though, because she wished it was different, “You’re right, o f course. How could I ever 
be a mother?”
“Oh Shell, you would be a wonderful mother, most o f the time.”
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And that, it seemed, was it, that little most o f the time.
Shelly crawls until the water comes up over her knees, still too weak to stand and 
walk. She sits down, her body sinking slightly into the wet sand, and lets the tide roll over 
her, and away. She cups her hands together and fills them with seawater. She brings it to 
her lips and drinks. To her, seawater tastes as delicious as freshwater. More, because of 
the way it seems to flow through her veins and cleanse her.
The water gives her energy, and she stands up. Her legs are still wobbly, but they 
work. She spots her bathrobe on the edge o f a dune, slips it on and squeezes her shoulders 
together in pleasure at its soft warmth. She wonders if  that’s how her baby feels, all snug 
and secure in her womb, and her hand reaches down, as if on its own volition, to curl 
around her stomach.
Shelly slides into bed next to Kevin, and he rolls over and wraps his arm around 
her shoulders, still sleeping, but so used to her nighttime wanderings that he adjusts to 
them in his sleep. It is one o f the things Shelly loves about him.
She doesn’t believe in love at first sight, calls it attraction, or lust, but from the 
moment Kevin walked into the restaurant, a part of her fell, and maybe it was into love. 
His blond hair curled around his ears, and his green eyes sparkled at her when he asked 
for more water. Shelly blushed when she slopped water over the side o f his glass because 
her hands were shaking so badly.
He came again the next night, and this time he asked for her phone number. They 
spent their nights walking along the beach, holding their sandals in their hands. Shelly 
hadn’t known that such happiness could exist in the world, though it was always
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tempered by the secret she kept from him, the nights she never came over because she 
was underneath the water, doing something she didn’t even know. And when that all built 
up too much, when he loved her too much, when she hated herself for lying to him 
because o f that love, she told him.
They were walking along the shore one night, a night like many others they’d had, 
when he said, “Do you know that I love you?”
Shelly smiled and leaned her head on his shoulder.
“I mean, I never knew that anyone could be like you.”
She was quiet, thinking about the best way to tell him. She wanted to tell him to 
stop talking, but she liked what she was hearing too much, so, “Keep talking,” she said. 
Maybe if he kept talking she wouldn’t have to.
He smiled, his teeth bright in the moonlight. “Let’s see. Your lips are perfect for 
kissing, your breasts are perfect for, well, a lot of things,” and she knew he had that sly 
grin on his face, the one that stretched the scar on his lip into a thin white line, the one he 
used when he wanted to get her into bed as quickly as possible, the one that almost 
always worked. But all she could think about was how thirsty she was, how much she 
wanted to dive into the ocean and drink until her stomach was full to bursting.
“I’m not perfect, you know,” she said, looking out across the water.
“I know, but you’re as close as anyone can come I think. For me at least.” He 
raised her hand to his lips and kissed it.
“I have to tell you something.” Her voice sounded brittle to her own ears and she 
wished she had made it softer.
That brittleness made him stop and let go o f her hand. He took a step back from 
her. “What is it?”
But she was too scared to tell him, so she started to cry. Tears were sometimes 
easier than words.
“Hey, what’s wrong?” he asked, and wiped the tears away from her cheeks.
She took gasping breaths to calm herself. She had to tell him. She could trust him, 
or if  she couldn’t it was better to find out now, rather than later. But she didn’t know how 
to make it sound okay, so she just said, “I don’t know what happens those nights when I 
go away from you.”
“What do you mean? You’re going for walks.” H e’d told her that whenever she 
got up in the middle of the night she told him she was just going for a walk, and when he 
offered to go with her she said she needed some time alone. Shelly never remembered 
saying that to him, but she assumed it was true. And for the nights when they had plans 
together and she never appeared, she always made up excuses: she had to stay late at the 
restaurant, or she fell asleep on her couch, or she just forgot. Because these times were 
few, and because he loved her, he never pressed her much, and disguised the hurt she 
knew he had to feel. She loved him for that.
“Yeah, that’s what I tell you, but I don’t even remember telling you that. And I 
just wake up on the beach naked and wet.” She didn’t tell him that she felt most alive in 
those moments. That each night when she didn’t disappear, she felt a little sadness the 
next morning. That there was never any fear that one night she wouldn’t return, because 
even if her journey took her to the depths of the ocean, that would be the proper place for
it to end. Or begin. To her, the ocean was the most natural place to be. She didn’t know 
what the waters disguised, but she didn’t need to know, not yet.
Shelly looked out across the ocean. The moon and stars lit up the water, turning 
the breakers silver when they crashed. “What are you talking about?” Kevin asked, in a 
voice too loud for the beach at night.
“I don’t remember any of it. I don’t know what I do.” There was a pleading in her 
own voice that she hated. She wanted to be strong, to be in control, but her need for him 
to understand and forgive overrode all that.
“So you could be off wandering naked around the town, doing who knows what?” 
There was a disbelief in his voice, and she couldn’t blame him for that.
“I think it just has to do with the water. I think I go to the beach.” But she didn’t 
know why the water was so important to her.
“How can I believe that if you admit you don’t know what’s going on?”
She reached for his hand. It was stiff, but she held onto it anyway. “You can’t, I 
guess,” she admitted. “But I need you to.”
There was a long silence. Shelly tried to make eye contact, but he averted his 
gaze. He left his hand in hers though, still stiff, but there. Then finally, “I want to come 
with you.”
“Okay,” she said. She was surprised she hadn’t thought o f that before. If he went 
with her, he could watch and tell her what she did out there. “Okay, the next time I go, 
just follow me.” It was so simple.
It turned out to not be simple at all. When Kevin tried to follow her, Shelly woke 
up, standing in the bedroom in her bathrobe. They tried over and over again, but it 
seemed she could not leave with another person. Kevin even waited for her to go, and 
then left a couple minutes after her, but she always woke up as soon as something in her 
became aware o f his presence.
“I guess I just have to do it alone,” she told him, and secretly she was relieved. 
Whatever went on was between her and the water.
Kevin suggested a padlock on the door, and he’d keep the key. “What if you’re 
raped, or run over, or get lost, drown? You could die out there.”
She hated the idea of being trapped, didn’t want to give up the sea, but she loved 
him enough to try. “Okay, but if that doesn’t work can you just leave it alone?”
He shook his head once, but said, “I’ll try.”
The lock didn’t work. He shook her awake, and she cried out in pain. “I’m so 
sorry,” he said, “I just woke up, and you were clawing at the door.” He got some ice for 
her fingers, which were shredded and bloody. She’d ripped off one o f her nails trying to 
get out.
“You’ve just got to let me go,” she said.
He went away on an assignment then, and she was pretty sure he’d requested it, 
needing to get away from her. But he came back one night, alcohol on his breath, and 
slept on the couch. In the morning they barely talked, but days passed and talking became 
easier than silence, and then one night they made love, and the next night she 
disappeared. When she got back to the house Kevin was sitting at the kitchen table.
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Shelly got a towel from the bathroom and wrapped it around her hair. He gave her a smile 
that was almost a grimace and said, “Ready for bed?” He led her to the bedroom and held 
her, tentatively and uncertainly, but he held her until the heat from his body warmed her 
enough to fall asleep.
She curls her palm around the life inside o f her, turns her back to Kevin and 
nestles into him, and falls asleep to dream about swimming beside a baby wrapped in 
seaweed, floating on the crest o f a wave.
The baby plays with Shelly’s ear. Her tiny hands brush like butterflies, tickling. 
“Wake up,” the baby says. Shelly opens her eyes. Kevin’s lips whisper at her ear. She 
looks into his bright green eyes and smiles. “I love you,” he says.
“Mmmm. I know.”
“I have to get to work. It’s already five,” he says into the flesh of her neck.
“I know.”
His mouth travels over her pale skin, and it is another hour before he showers and 
leaves for work. Shelly wants to talk to him about the baby, wants to tell him she’s 
reconsidering, that he should too. But she doesn’t know how to bring it up again, isn’t 
sure she can handle hearing that she’d be a bad mother again, even if that’s not exactly 
what he meant. But she has to do something to figure out what she wants.
Shelly walks out the door of their small cottage. The house is at the end o f a strip 
of rental houses, only a hundred yards from the beach. Kevin wanted something in the 
town, away from the tourists, but Shelly said she needed to be close to the sea. He said he 
understood, what he always said, and they found this house o f pale wood, paint cracked
and peeling from the salty air. They scraped and sanded and painted, replaced shingles, 
put down dark wood floors, and fell in love with the house, and even more with each 
other.
Throughout the summer she and Kevin sit on their deck and watch the changing 
faces of their neighbors. They are different from week to week, families with screaming 
children, couples, the few college students who want a relaxing spring break. A coming 
and going o f strangers.
The morning sun is soft. There are no sharp edges here. The sea oats roll across 
the dunes, and when Shelly crests the gentle slope, the ocean spreads out before her. 
“Look,” she whispers, to herself and her child, “look.” The sky meets the water in a 
blending of blues, and the water meets the sand in a froth of white and a curving line 
where the tide recedes. The beach is deserted this early in the morning, just a fisherman 
so far away that he is only a smudge against the shore.
The sand is still cool from the night. Shelly watches her footprints as she 
approaches the water. The sand turns white with each step, and slowly turns back to its 
pale brown. She wonders if people can ever truly leave a footprint on the earth, or if  it is 
all so temporary. A child, perhaps.
She strips off her loose dress and walks into the waves. When she can no longer 
stand she dips her head in and drinks until her belly feels full, but maybe that is the baby. 
She wonders if all that water can harm the child. The water sloshes inside her and she 
imagines little feet kicking her. It must feel the same. “Take me,” she whispers to the sea,
“take me if that is what you need to do.” And she swims back to shore, unsure o f what 
she meant by her words, unsure if the ocean can listen, or wants to.
“Kevin,” she says that evening over dinner, “what if I told you I was having this 
baby?” She fiddles with her knife as she speaks, trying not to seem too scared of what he 
might say.
He chews his steak slowly, his eyes far away. “W ell,” he says finally, “I can’t 
really stop you, but aren’t you scared of what you could do to it?”
“I am, a little, but it seems like if I haven’t hurt myself yet I wouldn’t hurt my 
child, right?” She wants to convince herself of that truth.
He shakes his head. “I don’t know. That’s the problem. It seems safer not to have 
it. We weren’t trying anyway, so I don’t see why it makes a difference.”
She wishes she could make his fear go away, those thoughts o f what she might do 
with the child. She wishes he had more faith in her, but knows that is asking too much. 
She wonders if he would be so calm about it if he were carrying the child, if  he spent 
hours wondering what it would look like, whether the eyes would be green or brown, if 
he could imagine little feet kicking at his belly. He would probably see the difference
then. “Well, it does, to me.”
He doesn’t say anything, just cuts a piece of steak and sticks it in his mouth.
“Just think about it, okay?” she asks.
“I think it would be the wrong thing to do. Like I said though, I can’t stop you.”
“I know, but I’d want you here with me,” she says.
“You know I would be. But you think about it too, about what could happen, how 
that would make you feel if you hurt it.”
That’s the crux of it, the unknowable, what might or might not happen. Shelly 
thinks about it as she lies awake next to Kevin. And she knows that he is right, that she 
couldn’t live with herself if she did something to her baby.
A cool breeze strokes across her eyelids and wakes her. Clouds whip past so 
quickly that stars twinkle madly as they are covered and exposed and covered again. The 
ocean rumbles like thunder. Shelly feels like she’s watching one of those sped-up movies 
as the world seems to have dissolved into chaos around her. She sits up and hugs her 
naked breasts. There are goose bumps all over her body. She shivers, but stays. She 
doesn’t know how she got here, why she is here, why she is still dry; she has always 
woken up wet before, drenched in water, bits o f seaweed stuck in the tangle of her hair. 
She needs to stay and find out what happens.
The sky is bright with stars and lightning, moon and moonlight reflected off the 
waves. The air is warm and dry, though heavy with the storm on the horizon. Minute 
after minute nothing happens. The water rises and laps at Shelly’s feet. But that is all.
Shelly thinks back to all the other nights she woke on the sand -  tired, wet, 
drained. This is so different. The waves are high and break on her feet. With each crash 
Shelly’s blood responds with a joyous pulse. She purses her lips into a thin, determined 
line and stands. She lets her arms hang at her side and spreads her legs, as though 
preparing for a fight. Bracing herself against the chill o f the water, she walks forward
resolutely. Her toes sink into the sand with each step. When the water reaches her chest, 
her lungs tighten against the added pressure. It is cold, and her teeth chatter, but she 
walks on, determined to see it through, whatever it is. When she can no longer walk, she 
swims, forcing herself ever downward, ever deeper, until her ears feel like bursting from 
the pain. Still the water calls, and though she knows it may mean death, she also knows 
that fighting that call is not a choice at all. She swims deeper. When she can no longer 
hold her breath, she breathes water, she chokes, but she cannot even choke, so she does 
the only thing she can do, and she drowns.
The water bums as it travels down her throat and into her lungs. Shelly feels it 
oozing into every part of her body, trickling into her bloodstream, crawling along her 
intestines, and finally, seeping out of her pores. She has become a creature of water, as 
she dies. She has become what she always knew she was, or what she was always meant 
to be.
Shelly floats just beneath the surface o f the water. Her body rises and falls with 
each crest and trough. Her arms hang limply, her fingers slightly bent. She can see 
bubbles rise from her nose with each breath expelled, but she cannot breathe. She floats.
After what feels like days, the skin begins sloughing off Shelly’s body. She has 
been turned over by the force o f the waves, so she watches as the pieces o f skin come off 
like a sunburn, large flakes peeling and falling, twirling and spinning down until they 
disappear from her view. Like snowflakes, she thinks.
And then, attracted by the graying flakes o f flesh, the fish come. Mullet and 
bluefish with their silvery scales dark in the depths. Spanish mackerel with their pointy
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fins and spots. At first, they content themselves with hovering beneath her, feeding on the 
skin that sinks. Light filters in from the sky, but it is an eerie light, weak and dim. The 
fish look like shadows darting back and forth, the occasional glint o f silver reflecting off 
their scales. Soon, their hunger so easily sated, they move upwards, till their cold lips 
poke at her body. It feels as though a hundred little babies are poking at her, their tiny 
nails pinching. The little fish attract bigger fish, powerful tails propelling them up from 
the depths. These larger mouths lunge at her, tearing off hunks o f flesh. Blood flows, 
which brings the sharks. Bull sharks, so much bigger than she is. Their dorsal fins look 
like stakes coming up to stab her, but it is their blunt snouts that shove against her. The 
little fish flex their tails and swim away, afraid for their lives, but the sharks have only 
one meal in mind, and that is Shelly’s rapidly deteriorating body. With a few powerful 
bites, that sound like rotten wood being split, Shelly is gone, dispersed among hundreds 
o f fish and three large sharks, flakes of skin sitting on the ocean floor, some still spiraling 
downwards, blood washing out to sea.
Something crawls on her. Something cold and a little slimy and a little wet. Shelly 
sits up with a gasp and hundreds of tiny minnows fall off her bare skin and flop around in 
the sand, silver bodies striped with green arching and stretching for water. She watches 
them until they are still. She moves away from the dead minnows and puts her head in 
her hands. That is where she goes, what she does, on those nights that she can’t 
remember. She drowns and is reborn. Her world has suddenly become so much clearer,
and Shelly laughs aloud. All that fear, all that uncertainty, when all along it was just the 
natural progression o f life.
Back home, refreshed from the short walk, warm and dry, Shelly looks at Kevin 
sleeping. He looks peaceful, his mouth slightly open, his eyes twitching in dream. Shelly 
wonders what he is dreaming about. She slips into bed beside him. She kisses his lips and 
strokes his cheek until his eyes flutter open. “What is it?” he asks, a slight smile playing 
on his face, always so happy to see her.
Shelly kisses him again, says, “I know what happens and I’m having our baby.” 
She nestles into the curve o f his body and feels his warmth seep into her. She falls asleep, 
a smile on her lips.
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Giving Up
“Baseball is a sensory endeavor,” I say.
“What do you mean?” he asks, his pen poised above the yellow legal pad.
W e’re sitting in a coffee shop. It’s cold outside, but the coffee spreads through my 
system, warming me from the inside. I don’t do interviews anymore because I'm  always 
frustrated with the final product. They never seem to get anything right. It’s always a 
spliced together mish-mash o f misquotes and misinterpretation. My wife always laughs at
me when she reads them.
But this guy seemed different. He works for a small paper out of some farm town 
I’ve never heard of, and it’s appealing to reach a small audience, people who are more 
interested in when the drought is ending and who the high school football team is playing 
for Homecoming. They might not even read the interview. So I said I d meet him at this 
coffee shop, and I warned him that I’m different from most players.
“Do you know how your sweat tastes when it pools in that little cleft between 
your upper lip and your nose?” I ask.
He looks at me for a moment, pen motionless in his hand. He’s younger than I 
expected, looks like he’s fresh out of college. Curly blond hair sticks out in all directions. 
A scattering o f pimples gleams between his bushy eyebrows. “Like sweat, I guess. No, 
not really.”
“I do. It’s different from the sweat that trickles down from your temples, through 
the comers of your eyes, and into your mouth.”
He scribbles something, and I wonder what it says, if it’s just a word, “Stupid,” or 
a phrase, “What the hell am I doing here?” Or maybe he’s really writing what I said. I 
watch closely, trying to see a word so I know if  it’s worth it to keep talking, but I can’t 
make out his messy handwriting. Then he sticks his tongue out quickly, like a snake, and 
licks above his upper lip. I wonder if he’s sweating. “So you play because you can taste 
your sweat?” he asks.
I run my fingers through my hair and take a sip of coffee. “No, I play because I 
love it, but part o f why I love it is because I know what my sweat tastes like. Because I 
know the difference in sound between a homerun and a fly ball to the warning track.”
He shakes his head. “I don’t get it. I thought you guys play because you love the 
game, the competition, the challenge of it, or something like that.” But he’s looking at me 
like he really wants to understand, and I want to help him.
I look around the coffee shop, trying to find something I can use as an example. 
“You see that girl over there?”
“Yeah, sure.”
She’s sitting at a corner table, a cappuccino and a book in front o f her. She takes a 
sip o f her drink and licks away the foam that collects above her lip. Her hair flows over 
her shoulders and covers her breasts. “What color is her hair?” I ask.
He blinks at me, takes a deep breath, and says, “Blonde.”
“Just blonde?”
“Dark blonde, maybe.”
“Okay, to me, her hair is the color o f a high school infield at the end of the season 
in Arizona, after thousands o f feet have run over it and the sun has baked it and it hasn’t 
rained for months.” The girl flips her hair over her shoulders and the sun picks out 
individual strands and they glow lighter. “And my w ife’s eyes are the exact same color as 
the grass in the outfield in the morning, when it’s still wet with dew and the sun isn’t high 
enough to make it shiny and bright yet.”
He hasn’t written any of this down. He’s still looking at the girl and I wonder if 
he’d rather be talking to her, asking for a phone number. Then he starts to nod slowly. 
“Okay,” he says, “I can see that, sort of. So baseball makes its way into the rest o f your 
life, right? Like you couldn’t ever get away from it even if you wanted to?”
I smile at him, nod my head as if to some invisible music. “Yeah, almost. 
Baseball’s something that can change lives, and that’s what makes it so great. Whenever I 
look at an outfield, I think about my wife. And I love the game itself, the thrill o f a good 
hit, the competition, but that’s secondary to me. I could leave all that behind if I needed 
to, but I’ll never be able to look a fresh-cut ball field without thinking of my wife.”
He still isn’t writing anything, but he nods as he takes a sip of his coffee. “Right,” 
he says. There is a pause, and I don’t know if I’m supposed to fill it in, but I don’t know 
what else to say, so I just watch him. He takes a deep breath and rolls his shoulders. 
“Okay, let’s change gears a little. Do you have any pre-game rituals or anything like 
that?”
“No,” I say quickly, but feel a rush of heat to my face, because before every home 
game my wife and I make love. It’s a way to show her that she comes before the game.
W e’ll play our own version of baseball, with her bellybutton as home plate, and my 
tongue tracing the baselines to her nipple, the hollow of her throat, and back down the 
other side.
“How do you and your wife deal with being apart so much?” he asks.
I give him a lopsided smile and shrug my shoulders. “Neither of us likes it, but we 
deal. She knows she’s way more important than the game.”
“How do you do that?”
“Oh, there’re ways.” I give him a sly smile, hoping he w on’t ask anything else 
about it.
He grins back, a lewd sort o f grin and I know he’s imagining pillows on the floor, 
sheets tangled up, sticky with sweat, and he’s not far wrong, but there’s more than that. 
There’s the uncompromising truth that I would give it all up in an instant if she asked me
to, and she knows that.
“Well Kip, I’m going to ask just one more, so I’d better make it a good one,” he 
says with a little laugh. “W hat’s the most defining moment you’ve experienced in 
baseball?”
I lean back in my chair and cross my legs. He looks expectant, like my change of 
position signals some change in me, like I’m about to say something important. I think 
about telling him about winning the World Series, or my first Gold Glove. But I don’t 
want to lie to him, when he might actually understand. So, “It was when I was twelve,” I 
begin.
By the time I was twelve years old, I knew that I was in love. Every summer, as 
soon as the Little League season started, I’d get that feeling again: that everything in my 
body was connected, and if I could just figure out that connection I could do anything.
Sometimes, when I was out in left field, watching the play o f light and shadow on 
the grass, I wanted to stay there forever. But the innings always ended, as the best things 
tend to do, and I’d jog off the field, feeling like I’d left the best part o f me out there on 
the grass. That summer there was a lot o f me to leave.
It was the last game of the season. We were undefeated. It was a hot day, the sun 
beating down. I was sweating after the warm-up. I could feel droplets running down my 
back, tickling me, and all our uniforms were stained brown and green. I was on deck, 
swinging the bat loosely to remind myself how it felt. The rubber grip was slick in my 
hands, and I blew on them to dry the sweat.
Jackson struck out. He gave me a shrug and a downward turn of his lips as he 
walked away from the plate. I stepped into the batter’s box, dug my feet into the dirt, felt 
it crumble beneath them. The first pitch was high and inside, and I had to suck my chest 
in to avoid being hit. The pitcher laughed at me, but I just smiled back.
The next pitch was good, and I heard the bat swing through the air before it 
connected. The ball lined by the second baseman’s head. I took off around the bases, 
forcing my legs to top speed. The blood rushed to my hands as I swung my arms. The 
right fielder threw the ball to second as I slid into the base. I popped up as soon as my 
foot touched the bag and smiled in the second baseman’s face. He tossed the ball to the
pitcher and glared at me as I wiped the dirt from my hip. He should have caught the ball,
I thought to myself. I would have caught it, is what I meant.
I pressed my toes into the bag as I stood there, stretching out my calves, and 
looked at the second baseman. He was shorter than me and a little fat, his stomach 
pressing against the pinstripes on his uniform, widening them into curved lines. He didn’t 
stand up straight, but hunched his shoulders and thrust his neck forward so that he looked 
like a turtle. Blond hair stuck out from the bottom o f his cap, which was a little crooked. I 
smiled at him, all cockiness and pride. He held my gaze with blue eyes that matched the 
color of the sky, and I saw that he hated me a little. He spit on the ground in my direction, 
not taking his eyes away from mine. The glob o f spit congealed on the dirt, turning into a 
brown bubble. I just grinned wider. I was on base because he w asn’t as good as me.
Freddy hit a long fly ball, and I knew it was over the left fielder’s head. I raised an 
eyebrow and the comer o f my mouth at the second baseman before I started running. I 
stopped on home plate and looked at him. He was standing right where I’d left him, part 
way between first and second, looking at me. Freddy was on second, hopping up and 
down in excitement.
A strikeout and a groundout later, we took the field up by one. I jogged out to left 
field, felt the grass give a little beneath my feet. The sun was high. I had to pull my hat 
down low to be able to see home, and even then it was just shades o f darkness against the 
light.
The second baseman batted fifth. I recognized him by the way he held himself, 
those hunched shoulders. When he was up to bat he looked even more like a turtle, his
back curved and rounded as he held the bat high above his shoulders. He struck out 
looking. I heard a loud, “Oh, come on boy, swing a little,” from the stands and turned to 
see a tall man standing and shouting. He had a cap pulled down low over his eyes, but I 
guessed they were the same color as the second baseman’s, just as the blond hair that 
stuck out from both their hats matched, just as their shoulders had that same hunch. “Hit 
the ball for once,” he yelled, his voice louder than the rest o f the crowd. He sounded like 
he’d smoked one too many cigarettes and some of the smoke was stuck inside his lungs, 
trying to get out with each word. I wondered what it would be like to have my dad yell at 
me like that, in front o f everyone.
A few days before, when I’d told him we were in the championship game, Dad 
had smiled and said, “You’re a great ballplayer Kip. You could probably go pro if you 
really want to and try really hard. Just don’t give up and I think you could make it.” We 
were in the backyard, tossing a ball around like we did most nights after dinner. The sun 
was sinking behind the hills, casting rays o f pink and purple across the sky. My right arm 
loosened up as I threw each ball harder and harder. I focused on the sound o f the ball 
smacking into my glove and the white streak it made against the growing darkness.
“Really?” I asked, hoping he was telling me the truth, because at that moment all I 
wanted to do was play baseball.
“Yeah, just keep working at it,” he said, and threw the ball hard. I almost missed 
it, but got my glove up just in time, just before the ball would have slammed into my 
chest. We did that to each other, threw without warning, tried to make each other miss.
I threw the ball back, hard and off to the side. I wanted to see him dive, but he just 
leaned down with his long arm and caught it.
“Just remember, you’ve got to focus,” he said. He threw me a pop-up. I strained 
my eyes against the inky sky, but I couldn’t see anything except the first stars and a half­
moon. I heard a dull thud off to my left and walked towards the noise. I picked up the ball 
and wiped the dirt from its surface, running my fingers along the threads. When I looked 
back towards my dad he was opening the door and leaving me alone out there.
I wanted him at this game, wanted him to cheer me on like he’d been doing all my 
life, but he was on a business trip. His absence was a lot better than what Turtle’s dad 
was doing, I thought, better than yelling at your kid in front o f everyone. I thought I’d 
have a hard time swinging too, if that was my dad in the bleachers yelling at me.
By the top of the seventh I’d played a great game, but I couldn’t get Turtle’s dad’s 
voice out o f my head. His shouts got louder as his son played worse and worse. I wanted 
to go up to him and tell him to shut up and maybe the guy would do a little better. And at 
the same time I wished my father were there, cheering me on. I wished he’d rearranged 
his business trip. It would have been nice to hear his voice, maybe wave at him as I ran 
out to left field, or circled the bases, maybe get a wave and a smile in return. Instead I had 
nothing.
We were down by two when I got up to my final at-bat, with men on first and 
third. I swung a couple o f times, loosening my shoulders, feeling the familiar weight of 
the bat in my hands. I tightened my grip around the rubber. I scuffed my feet in the dirt,
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kicking up little clouds of dust, shifting my balance to my back foot. The sun was behind 
me now, and I felt its warmth on my back. The first pitch was just inside and I let it pass. 
Ball one. “Good eye kid,” I heard, and I recognized the voice. I didn’t look at him, didn’t 
want to see the blond hair and hunched shoulders, didn’t want to acknowledge any sort of 
praise from him.
The next pitch was a little low and outside, just the way 1 liked them. I got the bat 
under it, and as soon as I heard the ping I knew it was something special. I stood on home 
plate, the sound resonating through my head, the bat hanging limply from my right hand, 
and watched the ball sail across the sky. It went up so high that it seemed it would never 
come down, just keep traveling until it landed on some other planet littered with old 
baseballs, red thread and worn rubber scattering the ground. But it did come down, 
eventually, way beyond the short center field wall. The crowd erupted in whistles and 
claps as I jogged around the bases. I couldn’t keep a smile off my face, though I tried 
when I ran by Turtle. I didn’t want to be like his father, didn’t want him to think I was 
better than him just because I could hit a homerun, didn’t want to make this game any 
worse for him than it already was. But I couldn’t wipe my grin away, so I just avoided his 
eyes, turned my head towards home where my teammates had gathered to congratulate 
me. They slapped me on the back, and I felt like a hero. I had just given us the chance to 
win. Even after Freddy grounded out, all we had to do was prevent them from scoring
and we’d be the champions.
Our pitcher was tired though, and gave up two hits before getting the first out. 
They had men on first and second. The next batter hit a hard line drive right to short, and
Ed caught it. Two outs, and Turtle was up to bat. He didn’t have a hit all game. A part o f 
me was already celebrating. But then I heard his dad yell, “Swing damn it, you little shit,” 
and I stopped celebrating. Two strikes and two balls went by without him moving a 
muscle. The fifth pitch was perfect, I could tell even from left field, knew it was centered 
over the plate, right at bellybutton level. “Swing,” I thought to myself, “come on, swing.” 
He straightened his back as he swung, his muscles working together in a way I 
knew so well, and the sound of the hit bounced off the walls and echoed over the field. I 
kept my feet planted, fighting that instinct to step forward. The ball was heading behind 
me, and I ran towards the back wall. I could tell the ball would clear it, just barely, and I 
lengthened my stride. I knew I could catch it, saw in my m ind’s eye the convergence of 
my glove and the ball. It would be hard, would mean a high jump, a wrenching pain in 
my elbow as it slammed onto the top o f the wall. But I knew, as I had known few things 
in my life, that I could catch that ball and end the game.
I thought about his father, what he would say when they got home, if he would 
ask why he hadn’t hit the ball just a little harder, if he would even say anything at all.
And I thought about my father, about not giving up, but he w asn’t here. My legs were 
tiring from the sprint, but I didn’t slow. I jumped, my arm stretching out over the wall. I 
felt the ball hit my glove, but instead of clamping my hand around it, I left my glove 
loose and open, so that when my elbow slammed down the ball popped out. I fell to the 
ground, grasping my elbow. The ball lay somewhere over the wall.
I stayed on the ground as the crowd yelled. I knew the boy was running the bases 
as I had done just a few minutes before, knew the boy’s teammates were charging the
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field, mobbing him, knew the game had just ended and we had lost. I wondered what his 
father would say to him that evening, if I had just made his life a little bit better. The 
grass was cold and soft under my body. A breeze swept over me and cooled me as it hit 
my evaporating sweat.
The legal pad is covered with black scribbles, but his pen stopped moving when I 
talked about missing that catch. “So that’s it,” I say. “That’s when I realized how 
important this game could be to people, and when I knew I wanted to keep playing 
forever.”
His hair glints in the sunlight and the pen lies forgotten on the table. He stares at 
me, and I can imagine how close his tongue is to hanging out of his mouth. He clears his 
throat. “You threw a game and that’s your most defining moment?”
“Something like that,” I say. “I let that boy have his moment. I knew I’d have a 
lot more of my own.”
“But,” he sputters, trying to find the right words, trying to work his mind around 
his outrage, “but isn’t that kind of unethical?” He emphasizes that word, as if it has some 
kind of special meaning to me, or should.
I shrug my shoulders and lean back in my chair. I take a sip o f coffee, letting the 
warmth travel down my throat before I answer. “It was Little League. And maybe, just 
maybe, something changed for him. You can’t play baseball just for yourself. After all, I 
can look a pitcher straight in the eye and hate him a little, but at the same time, where 
would we be without each other?”
He just shakes his head as if he can’t believe what he’s hearing. “That’s not the 
story I thought you’d tell,” he says.
“That’s why I don’t do interviews anymore. They never get it right. But do you 
understand?”
“Not really,” he says.
I shrug. I guess I shouldn’t have expected any different. But maybe someone who 
reads it will. “Well, I did warn you. Just think about this: do you watch baseball because 
you’re waiting for the homerun, or because everything, the players, the fans, you 
watching, seems to fit together?”
“Right. I’ll think about it. Okay, thanks Kip. I’ll see if I can run this. I’ll send you 
a copy.” He stands up and thrusts out his hand.
I stand up too, and take his hand. It is small and soft, would probably drop a hard 
line drive, or a quick throw from third to first. “Thanks for listening. It’s been good.”
He takes his briefcase and walks out the door. It swings shut behind him, letting 
in a blast o f chilly air. Maybe some kid, on a break from mowing the lawn, or after 
milking the cows, will read my interview and decide that it’s time to pick up the bat. Or 
maybe not -  maybe he’ll decide it’s time to put down the bat and let his little brother pick 
it up, or that it’s time to try something else with his life. Either way, as long as he doesn’t 
stand there, not swinging.
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A Game o f Chess
“There are two sides in chess: black and white. And to win, you have to play 
both. You have to know what you’re going to do, and predict what the other side’s going 
to do.” My father was trying, once again, to pique my interest in his hobby, but I had 
more interest in throwing the pieces around the room, hoping the knight’s head would fly 
off if I slammed it against the wall hard enough.
Whenever my grandfather visited he and my dad would spend hours playing.
They brought out the special chessboard, the soapstone one my grandpa bought when he 
was in India. The pieces are not black and white. The black stone is a dark gray, tinged 
with hints of purple and blue, smudged and swirled with lighter grays. The white is a dark 
ivory smeared with pale oranges and yellows. The pieces have features: the bishop has 
deep slashes for eyes, robes just hinted at by shallow folds in the body, the barest 
suggestion of hands clasped in prayer.
“Dad, I’m bored,” I said whenever they sat down to play. But they hunched over 
the board and ignored me. “Grandpa,” I whined.
“Shh,” he said, and pushed a rook across the board to take my father’s pawn.
I rocked my body back and forth in the oversized armchair. They played so much 
that I knew exactly how each piece moved, could have played a game, but all I wanted to 
do was take my hands and sweep them across the chessboard, knocking all the pieces to 
the ground. The way they looked at the board was the way I wanted them to look at me. 
Their shoulders were hunched, entire bodies intent on the war that was going on in front 
o f them. My father raised one big hand, red hairs sprouting from the knuckles, and moved
a pawn one square. I didn’t understand how a move like that, just an inch or two, could 
cause so much tension in their bodies, every muscle poised for action.
“Guys, let’s do something,” I said. “Let’s go pick peaches,” I suggested. We were 
in Georgia, had moved there when I was a baby, and one of my favorite things to do was 
wander through the backyard and pluck ripe peaches from the trees. When they were 
ready they came off with just the slightest touch o f my hand. If the fruit was too high my 
dad would pick me up, his fingers sinking into my stomach, and raise me up to the peach. 
I liked the way they were soft and fuzzy. On some days I would eat as many as ten 
peaches, the fruit dribbling down my chin and onto my shirt, my hands and face sticky 
for hours afterwards. I never wanted to wash away the smell.
Neither of them responded to me, just made shushing motions with their hands. 
Eventually, when I got bored with watching them, trying to convince them to pay 
attention to me, I went upstairs to my room and played with my stuffed animals.
My father is old now, and forgetful, and dying. He has cancer. They operated 
once, three years ago, when they found the first tumor. But it came back, and larger than 
before. My father, having just seen my mother live for years in and out o f hospitals, told 
me he didn’t want to go through that. “I don’t want doctors,” he tells me whenever I 
bring it up. “I just want to die when my body’s ready.” I think that his mind has been 
ready for years, ever since my mother died. And because there are times when I too am 
ready for him to die, and because I lost my faith in doctors after what my mother went 
through, I don’t take him to the hospital. Sometimes I want to, when white sores erupt all
over his mouth. From watching my mother go through the same thing, I know that they 
are all throughout his esophagus. And I know that anything other than water is painful for 
him to eat or drink, that any amount of sugar or salt or acid burns those sores. Doctors 
have medicine for this, but after he sank onto his knees when I tried to take him to the 
hospital, I don’t try anymore. He winces with each bite and I wince with him, and he 
plays chess.
He starts a new game each morning. Before we eat breakfast together he slowly 
and reverently sets up the pieces, destroying whatever he had accomplished the previous 
day. His face is so old that it is difficult to see the man he used to be underneath all the 
wrinkles. There is no red in his hair anymore, only white, and not a lot o f that. What is 
left sticks up like wires from his shrunken head. His old hands shake as he moves the 
little men, but he has never dropped one. Once each piece is centered in its proper square, 
we can eat. I serve him plain oatmeal usually, soft on his mouth and stomach. On 
Sundays I scramble some eggs if he asks me to. He still drinks his coffee black, though 
only lukewarm. “What will you do today?” he asks.
“I’ve got a lot of work.”
“You’re always working. Up there in that study all the time, doing those phone 
surveys. Can’t you take a break? Play a game with me,” he says.
“I’m a busy woman, Dad. And you know I don’t like chess.” My plate is piled 
high with eggs and sausage. I eat a lot these days, maybe because I don’t know what else 
to do.
He sighs, and I hear a whistle as the air struggles to get out. He will die soon, I 
know. “I still wish you’d play with me once in a while.”
“Someday, Dad, someday I will.” I don’t want to though. I don’t particularly 
enjoy chess, but there are other reasons. I remember him as a tall man, with a red beard, 
who let me stand on his back as he swam underwater. Surfing, I called it. He doesn’t 
remember this. He used to finish games, to start new ones. But now he only plays for a 
few minutes before falling asleep. And when he wakes up he doesn’t remember which 
side he was originally. Maybe it’s easier to play this way, not knowing who he is or how 
he’s going to win. H e’s black and white, and because he can never remember what he’s 
going to do, he can really be black and white at the same time, two separate players, two 
separate strategies. It breaks my heart, though. I don’t want to play and be a witness to 
that forgetfulness. There are times when I need to protect myself.
“Before I die?” he asks, and in his voice there is only acceptance.
I hate when he talks like that, even though we both know it is true. I wish he 
wouldn’t bring it up, would just let me have silence from him, or something other than 
resignation. Maybe it’s his lack of a fight that bothers me, the admission that he’s going 
to die and there’s nothing anyone can do about it, and he doesn’t even want anyone to try. 
Because I would try, I think, but when he talks like that all I want to do is run back up to 
my room and pull out my stuffed animals like I did when I was a little girl. “Before you 
die. I promise.” I just don’t know when I’ll be ready.
“Okay.” He shoves the last bit o f egg into his mouth. A piece gets stuck on the 
comer o f his dry lips and hangs there. I watch it, waiting for it to fall, or him to notice,
but it just hangs there. I look down at my own plate and bite off a hunk of sausage. I keep 
my eyes lowered, hoping that by the time I look up the egg will be gone. “I think I can 
win today,” he says.
“Really?”
“Can I tell you how?”
“O f course.” I look at him, can’t ignore the enthusiasm in his voice, even though I 
hear it every day, the same way. The egg still dangles, quivering with each movement o f 
his lips.
“I think if I attack early with white I can win. I just have to trap black. Just trap 
him.” He goes on to tell me how he will do this, how he’s going to sacrifice early on, 
castle to protect his king, how he’s sure he’s going to win. And I nod and smile and make 
the appropriate noises, all the time unable to tear my eyes from the yellow at the edge of 
his mouth.
“Dad,” I say finally, when he’s done talking, “you’ve got egg on your mouth.”
He sticks out his tongue and tries to snatch the egg, but only succeeds in pushing 
it off and it falls onto the table. “I’m sorry,” he says, his voice shaky. His milky blue eyes 
fill up with tears. He hates to be reminded of his infirmities. His inability to keep his face 
clean.
“It’s okay. You go play your game.” I reach over and wipe off the egg with my
napkin.
He totters into the living room. His clothes look ludicrous on him; he can get lost 
inside them sometimes. It seems that since he got sick, and I decided to stay, all his
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weight has been transferred to me. He is so thin now, but says he doesn’t need new 
clothes. “W hat’s the point?” he asks, and he is right, though sometimes I wish he saw the 
point, wanted to look nice, even if  only for himself. But it is difficult to argue with a 
dying man.
As I clean up I watch him sit down to play. His body is tiny in the overstuffed 
armchair, and he leans forward, staring intently at the board, the same position I 
remember from my childhood. After several long minutes o f thought he finally moves a 
white pawn forward. He sits back and smiles. I finish wiping the cheap plastic table and 
walk into the living room. “I’ve got to get some work done. Do you want the TV on?”
He nods. I push the power button and then hand him the remote. “I’m going to 
win,” he says. “I know it.”
“I know, Dad. I’ll come down in a little while to check on you. Make sure you’re 
not watching any of that pom crap.” It’s our little joke. We both know that after Mom 
died he could never want another woman, is too old to even care, but he laughs when I 
say this, always.
“Don’t worry. You get a lot done now, okay?”
“Yes, Dad.”
I walk up the stairs, holding the banister to support some of my weight.
My room is small, the study that became my bedroom when I moved in. I didn’t 
think I’d ever live here, but reluctant love and duty brought me back ten years ago when 
my mother got sick. The walls are pale yellow. A computer sits on the desk. The room is 
mostly empty, for what use does a dying man have for a study?
I tried to make it a little more homey: there are photographs on the wall of 
healthier times, when we were all together. A small television rests on the dresser so that 
I can watch TV and movies while I’m working, or at night when I can’t sleep, or if I just 
need to watch something other than Dad.
I quickly pull out my inspiration from the closet. There’s the usual selection: 
dildos, lube, condoms, handcuffs, massage oil, candles, a whip, a feather duster, a 
cowboy hat, a length of chain, a ping-pong paddle, beads in assorted shapes and sizes for 
assorted uses, books o f erotica, sponges. There’s the more exotic: a rubber chicken, 
magic markers, books of poetry, plastic bags, bug spray, a wine bottle, a dog brush, a 
rolling pin. I don’t use these items myself. I look at them and imagine what someone 
might want them for. I tell the men to insert them in various holes, to hit various body 
parts, to listen to the noise, to wear them, to break them, to eat them.
I turn the TV down low. There’s some movie from the eighties on. I can’t 
remember what it’s called. I pour myself a glass o f merlot and settle back onto my bed. 
Wine makes this more pleasant. My stomach hangs out over the waist o f my purple sweat 
pants and my feet thank me for giving them a rest.
There’s a message from Tom already. I call him back, and he patches me through 
to my first job o f the day. “Hello,” I say, my voice so different that I know even my 
father would never recognize it. It is lower, husky, something I’ve learned from watching 
movies, not from anything in my own life.
“Hi.” He stutters a bit and sounds young.
“Hey there honey. How are you?”
“Good. How are you?”
“I’m however you want me to be.”
There is a long silence before he says, “Are you naked?”
I imagine him in his bedroom at his parents’ house. I imagine red curly hair and 
freckles. Eighteen and about to go to college. Doesn’t want to go a virgin, but is too 
scared to try the real thing. “O f course not honey. Don’t you want to take my clothes off 
yourself?”
“Yeah. What are you wearing?”
“A bright red camisole and a lace thong.”
“W hat’s a camisole?”
I mentally adjust his age down about two years. He’s probably using his parents’ 
credit card. I take a sip of wine and swirl it around in my mouth before swallowing, 
tasting the hints o f cherry and currant and clove. “Never mind that. Just reach your hands 
under it and pull it off. Feel the curves o f my breasts and my soft skin.”
He giggles, a little breathlessly. “I’ve never done this before.”
“I know. I’m touching my nipple imagining it’s you. Do you have big hands? I 
bet you do. Big and rough, like a man should.”
I turn the volume up on the TV, loud enough so I can hear, but he can t. It’s “The 
Breakfast Club,” I remember now. The part where one of them gets high and shatters the 
glass door by screaming. And I take the boy slowly through. I tell him what to do, place 
suggestions so that he thinks they’re his ideas. We don’t do anything kinky, just sex. It 
doesn’t last long. A few minutes of me moaning and talking about how wet I am and how
big he is and how I squeeze tight around him when I come and with a sound between a 
gasp and a squeak he’s done.
“Thank you,” he says politely.
“Thank you, honey. That was amazing.”
I wish they were all like that, easy and quick, nothing weird or demeaning. But he 
was one of the good ones. There are men who like to beat me, and I wonder if they beat 
their wives or girlfriends or one-night stands. There are men who like to be beaten, and I 
wonder if they ever ask a woman to beat them, or if they are too scared. I wonder about 
the men who call in and want to rape me. Am I preventing a real rape by letting them get 
out their fantasies with me? Or am I encouraging them to try the real thing, to see if it 
feels even better with a woman, rather than their hands, around their dicks? Sometimes I 
am ashamed of myself. I could be fighting against them, telling them no, but I don’t, just 
take it. This job requires its own sort of acceptance.
I finish my glass of wine, watch a few more minutes o f the movie, and go 
downstairs to check on Dad. He is asleep in the armchair. I see that he has made a few 
more moves. I don’t know which side is winning, but it doesn’t matter, because he 
doesn’t know which color he is. He goes in with a plan, being more black than white, or 
the other way around, but that changes now, because he forgets, and partway through the 
game he switches from black to white, or white to black.
A line o f drool hangs from his lip. It looks like a piece of silk from a spiderweb. I 
watch it until it falls into his lap. “Dad?” I say.
He opens his eyes slowly. Yellowy crust cakes the corners and he rubs them with 
a gnarled knuckle. “Sara?”
“How’s the game going?”
“Game?” He looks around blankly for a moment before his eyes alight on the 
chessboard. “Oh, the game.” He studies it for a moment. “I think I’m going to win. I’ve 
got a plan all worked out. I just need to do a knight fork with this guy,” and he points to a 
black knight that he has yet to move, “and I’ll have white in checkmate in no time. It’s a 
good plan.” He reaches across the board to move a black pawn ahead.
“That’s good Dad. Are you okay for a little while? I’ve got a lot o f work to do.” 
“I’m a little hungry.”
“How does some yogurt sound?”
He nods, intent on the game.
I move into the kitchen to get him a yogurt. Peach is his favorite. “It reminds me 
o f summers in Georgia,” he said, back when he could remember the summers in Georgia. 
He’s gotten worse, even in the past few weeks. I don’t think he remembers living in 
Georgia anymore, or anywhere else but here. I’m waiting for the day when he doesn’t 
remember me. I don’t know what I will do. Try and remind him? Feel freed from my 
responsibility if I am no longer his daughter?
“Here Dad.” I give him the yogurt. “Peach, your favorite.”
“Oh, is it? Thanks.” He takes it with his shaking hands and puts it on the table 
next to him. He misses though, only getting part o f the container on the table, and it falls
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to the ground. Pale orange yogurt oozes over the carpet. I reach down quickly to pick it 
up before he can hurt him self trying.
“Here. Most o f it’s still here.” I put it down for him and walk into the kitchen for 
paper towels before I have to face the sorrow in his eyes. I clean up the mess. “Good 
luck, Dad.” I kiss him on the top o f his head, feel his coarse white hair prickle against my
lips.
I go back upstairs and talk to Dave. He’s older, weirder, wants to be spanked and 
beaten. I oblige, slapping the rolling pin against my palm for sound, all the while 
watching high-schoolers pour out their hearts to each other, bond over their teenage 
angst. I laugh at them, tell Dave it’s because he feels so good inside my pussy. O f course
their lives are full of angst. It’s high school.
I went to high school years and years ago, in Georgia, so long ago that I can 
barely remember it. But I do remember the red clay under my bare feet on weekends, the 
willow trees overhanging the stream behind our small house, the peach juice running 
down my chin. I don’t remember friends, or boyfriends, or parties, or classes. I guess the 
things that stayed with me are the important ones, the things I really cared about, the 
things that made me happy. Maybe that’s why I’ve been ready for Dad to die -  he can’t 
remember anything, so how could anything ever be important again?
“Ohmygod,” Dave says. I imagine his face screwed up, eyes closed, semen
spurting all over his hand, his bed.
“Will you remember this tomorrow?” I ask him, curious.
“Hell yeah I will. Will you?”
“O f course baby.” I hang up. H e’ll remember me. I wonder for how long. Days, or 
weeks, or months, years maybe? I wonder if this is one o f the important things in his life.
I wonder if I ’ll remember it for years. I don’t want to.
Downstairs Dad is asleep again. He’s made more progress in the game. “Dad?” 
His eyelids flicker weakly before opening. “Hi hon. How’s work?”
“It’s good. You okay? You need anything?”
“No, no I think I’m fine. A little tired. And my stomach’s hurting. But I’m okay; 
I’m winning.”
“What are you watching?” There’s a commercial for some kind of cleaner. A 
smiling woman, who I guess is supposed to have messy children, wipes a pink stain o ff a 
white carpet and it looks new again.
“I don’t know. I’m not watching. Just concentrating on my game. You see here?” 
He points to a white bishop. “This guy’s going to win it for me.”
“That’s good.” I pat him on the shoulder. His bones stick out sharply against the 
worn flannel of his shirt. “Hey Dad?”
“W hat?”
“Do you remember Georgia?”
He thinks for a moment, his eyes fluttering. “Am I supposed to?”
I don’t have the heart to tell him that we lived there for years, that he worked in a 
bank, that Mom taught middle school, that sometimes we all sat on the back porch 
drinking iced tea and eating ice cream to keep cool in the heat of the summer. “No, I was 
just wondering if you’d ever been there. It sounds nice, you know? Warm, not like here.”
“No, I’ve never been there. It is cold here though.”
“Do you want a blanket?”
“Please.”
I grab the afghan that my mother made and place it gently on his lap, being 
careful not to disturb the chess game. “There you go. I’ll be back in a few minutes.”
He doesn’t respond, is already caught up in the game.
Richard is on the phone. He’s a regular, calling about once a week. He told me to 
call him Dick the first time he phoned. “So you can have Dick’s dick up your ass,” he 
said and laughed.
“Hey sexy,” he says. “Remember me?”
“How could I forget?”
“That’s right baby. I’m going to stick it up your ass again. I know you like it like 
that.” There is a sneer in his voice. “I remember last time, how you screamed so loud, 
said I hurt so bad.”
I wonder if this is what I ’ll remember when I’m as old as my dad is: Dick’s dick 
up my ass, my fake screams, my fake orgasms, my fake sex. It’s not something I want to 
remember. I want to remember Georgia. I want to remember my mother and how she 
hung the sheets in the back yard to dry and chased me as I ran behind them, trying to 
hide. I want to remember taking care of her when she was sick, even though I hated it, 
couldn’t stand the smell o f stained sheets and sterile hospital rooms. I want to remember 
my father playing chess. Something real.
“Dick, I have to tell you something.”
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“What? I’m too big to fit in your ass? Don’t worry, I don’t mind if it hurts you a 
little bit.” He laughs again, like a scared hyena.
“I’m sure you don’t.” I change my voice, stop disguising it with huskiness.
“While you’re sitting there, wherever, jerking yourself off, I’m drinking wine and 
watching a movie. I don’t get wet. I don t touch myself. I sure as hell don t put anything 
up my ass. I’m fifty-two and fat. Now, do you still want to do it, or did you just go all 
soft?” There’s only a click from the other end.
I go downstairs. Dad is still awake and staring at the board. I pull a chair up to the 
other side of the table. “I’m ready Dad.”
“For what?”
“Let’s play.”
He looks at me. “You mean it?”
“Yeah.”
A smile breaks across his face. His lips are chapped and peeling. H e’s missing 
several teeth and the ones he has left are yellow and spotted with gray and brown rotten 
areas. I can see tiny droplets of blood on his gums. It is a beautiful smile. “Should we
start over?” he asks.
“No, we can play from here. Whose turn is it?”
“Yours.”
I study the board. I look at it like I’ve never looked at it before. If I move that 
pawn, he’ll take it with his knight. If I move my remaining bishop I can put him in check, 
but he’ll take the bishop with his queen. I work out strategies in my head. It’s hard, and I
don’t like thinking about it. But I like that smile. I pick up one of my pawns. The 
soapstone is shiny and smooth from years o f use. The oils from his hands have worked 
their way into the stone and made it soft to the touch. Much softer than his own hands. A 
stripe o f gray runs down the length of the piece. I rub it, mixing my oils with my father’s.
I move the pawn forward one square.
Cherry, Waiting to Die 
I wrote a poem one day, something I did often, but I didn’t usually show them to her. I 
don’t know why I showed her this one, but it started it all. “That’s me,” she said. “I’m 
like that cherry, waiting to die.” Me too, I didn’t say, just touched her stomach, still firm 
after all these years. Cherries have pits. I wondered if  she’d thought of that. Probably.
We lived on a hill outside o f Fairbanks. After five years in a waterless cabin, chipping ice 
off the front door just to get out, pissing in a bucket all winter, we decided we needed a 
change. She was a professor at the university by then, and I was her shiftless lover, 
couldn’t hold down a job, didn’t want to, so I didn’t try too hard. I’d gone from 
bartending, to construction, to land-clearing, to waiting tables, and everything in between. 
Nothing lasted long, but she made enough for us to live on, and if we were careful for a 
while we could afford a real house.
It was small and old, which made it cheap and perfect for us. We didn’t need a lot 
o f room, spent most of our time in bed. The house was three-sided log, really more of a 
cabin than a house, just one bedroom, but it had a bathroom with a shower and a toilet, 
and warm water ran from the sinks. When we first moved in w e’d stand in front o f the 
kitchen sink and wait for the water to get hot. W e’d soap up our hands and run them over 
each other, fingers slipping between fingers, the hot water washing us clean.
And there were windows, huge panes o f glass in the bedroom. We could look 
outside from the bed and watch moose munch their way across the yard, stretching their 
necks to tear the bark from the trees. The sun streamed in during the day, warming the
bed. And at night, if  we were lucky, the northern lights danced across the sky, undulating 
curtains o f green and white, purple and red on the good nights. Five years and I still 
wasn’t tired of those lights, would go outside and watch, even if it was minus forty out. 
She didn’t usually go with me. “I’ve lived here my whole life,” she said. I told her I never 
wanted to feel that way, wanted to always get that tightening in my gut as if something 
amazing was about to happen. That’s what those lights did to me.
W e’d lived there for twelve years when I wrote that poem.
I don’t know why I can’t use her name.
She had gotten tenure a few years before I wrote that poem. I still did some seasonal 
work, mostly firefighting during the summer when millions of acres would burn, 
covering Fairbanks in a choking smoke.
I also took classes during the school year, one or two each semester. I w asn’t 
going for a degree really, just wanted to learn things. History classes mostly. I was 
fascinated by the ancient Greeks, how they had so much influence on modern society.
And their myths, the stories. I loved stories, wanted to have some o f my own that 
someone would tell one day.
“You’ve got stories,” she always told me, “just look at me.”
We were a story together, something worthy o f a tale. But now, after everything, I 
wasn’t to say D on’t do it, don’t do what I did. Run away when she hugs you tight like 
that, when her soft breasts press against your chest and you want nothing more than to lay
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your head between them and sleep, comfortable in the knowledge that nothing can hurt 
you there. Sometimes stories need to change in order to be told.
“That’s me,” she said. “I’m like that cherry, waiting to die.” Me too, I didn’t say, just 
touched her stomach, still firm after all these years. Cherries have pits. I wondered if 
she’d thought o f that. Probably.
“D on’t say that,” I said.
“Why not? It’s true. You are too, you know?”
“I know.” But only because you make me.
We were lying in bed. She was still beautiful. The hair that had been light brown 
when we first met was more gray now, but still curly, and still reached down to her 
thighs. I like to grab her by it, to twist it over her eyes and lead her around the house by 
hair. The gray was coarser, rough. Her face was deeply lined, I’d probably caused a lot of 
that, but I thought the wrinkles just added to her beauty. They made her seem wise. Her 
skin was tan, even after the dark winter. She claimed to have some Cherokee blood, from 
her dad. I didn’t know if that was true, had never met him; he’d left when she was a baby, 
and my family didn’t like to talk about him much. They were good at ignoring things. But 
she was proud of her Cherokee blood.
“What are we going to do about it?” I asked.
She took my hand that was still on her stomach and formed it into the shape o f a 
gun, my index finger as the barrel. She put the barrel in her bellybutton, which was warm 
and moist with sweat. “Pull the trigger,” she said, so I did. “Promise?” she asked.
“Yes,” I said as I shook my head. Even though I knew we couldn’t, sometimes I 
wanted to keep the kid. Ever since she told me she was pregnant, I’d found myself 
thinking about it at the strangest times, when we made love, as I drove down the 
highway, in the corner of a bar. If it was a girl, I wanted to name her Aurora. A boy could 
be Kai, or Cory. But that was a pipe dream, I knew. We had to get rid o f it.
“Extract the pit,” she said, her gray eyes far away. “Operation Cherry.” And that 
became our code name for it. “You schedule Operation Cherry?” I’d ask her, or, 
“Operation Cherry, part one, is tomorrow at four,” she’d say.
She came back from the required meeting with the counselor with red-rimmed 
eyes. “They suck it out, Jack,” she said, and burrowed her head into my shoulder. “It’s 
like a vacuum cleaner.”
I kissed the top o f her head. “I know, just don’t think about it too much,” I said, 
trying to sound supportive. A part o f me hoped she wouldn’t go through with it, would 
say she wanted the kid, w e’d go off into the bush somewhere and raise it, not tell anyone. 
Now, o f course, I wish I’d never had that thought, as if thinking it made everything that 
came after happen.
“I’m not sure I can do it,” she said.
I smiled into her curls. “Maybe we should think about it a little more. Maybe we 
could raise it somewhere far away.” I’d never felt the way she did about not having kids.
She pulled away from me. Tears leaked out of her eyes and followed the paths o f 
the wrinkles down her face. “We can’t have this child. It’s disgusting. W e’re disgusting.”
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I knew she was right, felt it too when she said it, but it was hard to think of it as 
something disgusting when everything about her was so beautiful, when she filled her 
mouth up with hot coffee and poured it into mine in the mornings, when she curved her 
body into mine and pressed close against me each night, when all I really wanted to do 
was touch her. But after, every time, the guilt came to her, and lasted until her nipple 
hardened under my tongue once again.
“Jack,” she says, and hugs me tight, though we’d never met before. I was just a kid, 
barely twenty. She was a few years older than me, during the summers was a flagger 
along the Haul Road, the long strip of gravel that went north to the Arctic Ocean, and a 
substitute teacher the rest o f the year, while she took night classes at the university. She’d 
spent her whole life in Alaska, the last several years in Fairbanks. When I needed to get 
out o f North Carolina, my mom suggested her. “You’ve got a cousin in Alaska. Why 
don’t you see if she’ll take you in for a bit until you get a place o f your own?”
Alaska sounded good. I imagined miles and miles of mountains and wilderness, 
bears on the side o f the road, salmon all summer long, women who could chop wood and 
shoot guns, skin a moose as easily as put on a dress. “Okay,” I said, and called my cousin 
who I’d never met. She’d be happy to have me, she said, as long as I didn’t mind living
without water until I found my own place.
“Hi,” I said, after that hug, and slung my backpack onto the floor. The place 
looked like something out of a fairy tale. I was in love with it instantly. It was a one-room 
cabin with a half-loft, vertical logs between which we could see daylight and cold drafts
came through in winter. An outhouse was off to the side of the cabin. The roof was blue 
tin, which sounded nice in the rain. Each summer squirrels would eat their way through 
the insulation and run up and down the roof all day long. Eventually, when w e’d get tired 
o f that noise, she’d sit outside with her .22 and wait. W e’d fry them up in butter and 
thank them for the fine meal.
“That’s your bed,” she said, pointing to the pale green couch under a window. 
“Make yourself at home. It’s good to have you here.”
That first night I was too excited to sleep. The couch was lumpy underneath me, 
and a little too short for my body. Every time I heard a noise from outside I imagined a 
huge grizzly bear, just waiting for me to go outside and use the outhouse. She snored in 
the loft above me, gentle little exhalations.
When I couldn’t hold my piss anymore, I went off the front porch. It wasn’t 
completely dark even though it was the middle of the night. There was enough light for 
me to see that there weren’t any bears, or moose, or anything, just the occasional wind
through the golden leaves.
The next night I was in bed with her. Even now I don’t really know how it 
happened. She just kept hugging me, and each hug got longer and longer, and then 
somehow she was unbuttoning my shirt and leading me up the ladder to her bed. 
Somewhere in my mind I had to know it was wrong, but I was barely twenty, and my 
hands seemed to have a life o f their own, roaming up and down her back, flitting into her 
hair, unzipping her pants. That’s how it started, and I never did try to find a place of my 
own.
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It is a clear, quiet night. The stars shine bright. She is outside, lying in the snow.
Operation Cherry became something terrifying one night in January. She came home 
from teaching late. I was up reading. It was one of those cold nights that still took me by 
surprise, when the temperature drops to forty below and the stars look like jewels in the 
sky. The wood stove let off warmth and a bright glow.
I stood up to give her a kiss. She shoved her tongue deep in my mouth, like she 
was searching for something to sate a profound hunger. She tasted like red wine. I wasn’t 
expecting this kiss, but I wasn’t one to ever pull away from her. Even if I wanted to, 
which usually didn’t happen, my body would betray me. That’s how it was between us. I 
kissed her back, tightened my arms around her body. Her stomach pressed against mine, 
and I felt the curve o f it. She was showing some now, had decided she couldn’t go 
through with the abortion, but we still didn’t know what to do about it. She didn’t want to 
keep it, just hadn’t offered any alternative yet, and I was in no hurry. If she had it, I 
thought, she wouldn’t be able to give it up, so all we had to do was be indecisive for a 
few more months.
I took her to the bedroom and she rose above me, her breasts larger than normal, 
her stomach a new weight. Afterwards, she lay her head on my shoulder. Her hair spread 
out behind her, covering the bed like another blanket. I rested my hand on the edge of her 
belly.
“We shouldn’t be doing this,” she said.
“W e’ve been doing it for a long time.”
“It’s different now.”
I stroked her stomach, wondered what the fetus looked like, if it had limbs yet, or 
a soul, if  I believed in a soul. “Yeah, but only a little. We can always get rid of it.” I had 
to say things like that, even though I didn’t want to. I was too scared that I’d lose her, that 
after all this time I’d do something that would drive her away. Sometimes she’d look at 
me with gray eyes filled with a sadness so deep that it was almost hate, and I wanted to 
curl up in the bed and die. Instead, I’d reach out my hand her and pull her underneath the 
covers with me.
“I’ve been thinking about that,” she said, and there was something in her voice 
that scared me. “I can’t let someone else, even a doctor, do it, but what if we do it 
ourselves? Then it’s sort o f like it never even happened, right?”
“Don’t people know already?”
“I’ve been wearing loose clothes.”
I’d just assumed that because I knew, it would be obvious to everyone else. But 
the only people who even knew about us were in her department, and they tried to avoid 
anything that brought up us and our relationship. Ignoring us was never that hard, and 
loose clothes probably didn’t mean anything to anybody. “What do you want to do?”
She told me some ideas, some things I didn’t want to hear, but couldn’t ignore.
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“We shouldn’t be doing this,” she said after that first week.
“Mm-hmm,” I murmured, half-asleep. I’d barely slept that whole week, been too 
busy touching her. I’d never felt anything like her before.
“It’s wrong,” she insisted, and I turned towards her.
“What is?”
“This. Us.”
Her hair was twined around my neck like a rope. “Yes, horribly wrong,” I said, 
and leaned close to lick her neck.
She pushed my head away, but I couldn’t go very far without tugging on her hair. 
“I mean it, Jack. People don’t do this.”
“It’s not like w e’re brother and sister. I’d never even met you until a week ago.” I 
didn’t understand why it was wrong now, all o f a sudden, and it had been okay the past 
week. And if it was so wrong what was she still doing in bed with me? Although I knew 
somewhere in the back o f my mind that if anyone found out, they’d think it was awful, I 
didn’t feel that way. It was difficult to think o f something that felt so good as bad.
“That doesn’t matter,” she said. “Our moms are sisters. Like half our DNA is the 
same, or something. If we had kids they’d be mutants.”
I laughed a little, probably the wrong thing to do, but I was still so young. “That 
seems like a silly thing to worry about. W e’ll just be careful.”
She unwound her hair from my neck and sat up, back against the wall, knees 
pulled up and arms crossed over her breasts. “It’s the principle o f it. We can’t have kids, 
and that makes this wrong.”
I forced her legs apart and burrowed my head between them so that my nose 
pressed against her stomach. “Then let’s not try,” I said, my voice muffled by her skin. I 
blew a raspberry against her bellybutton and she giggled.
Operation Cherry is out there lying in the snow, and I’m in here, trying to figure it all out.
“I’m pregnant,” she said over dinner, like it was the most natural thing in the world.
I choked on the piece of fish I was chewing, and gulped down my beer to clear it 
out. “W hat?” I sputtered.
“Yeah, I went to the doctor today and he confirmed it.” Her voice was quiet and
distant, dead sounding.
“How?”
“I forgot the pill twice this month. I didn’t tell you.”
“W hat?” I couldn’t get more than one word out at a time.
“And I took two the next morning, but twice in one month is bad.” It sounded as 
if she was reciting something that happened to someone else.
My fork was raised in midair. I lowered it, slowly, set it gently on my plate. I let 
out the breath that I didn’t realize I’d been holding. “So, what do we do?”
“This is what happens to people like us. It can’t last because it’s wrong, so we get 
punished for it. There’s a monster in my belly right now, and you and I put it there.” 
“Okay, just calm down,” I said. Remember to take your pills, I wanted to say. 
Instead, I walked over and pulled her head back so it rested against my stomach. I stroked
her temples, moving my fingers in slow circles. She relaxed for a moment, but then 
pulled her head away from me.
“Don’t touch me,” she snapped, “that’s how it all started.”
So I just stood there.
“We can’t do this anymore.” She’d said that so many times before that I knew she 
didn’t mean it. W e’d go a couple nights without touching, I’d sleep on the couch, but 
eventually, she’d reach out an arm in her sleep and wake up because I w asn’t there. She d 
come into the living room and kiss me awake, and everything would be okay again.
I woke up in the middle o f the night, my back sore from the couch. Through the 
window I could see a white streak arc across the sky. I pulled on my boots and went 
outside to watch. As my stomach tensed and clenched, I wondered if that’s what being 
pregnant felt like.
There was a party my second week in Alaska. It was at one of her friend’s cabins, a 
friend I hadn’t met yet because I hadn’t met any o f them. “But I told everyone you were 
coming, so you’re just my cousin tonight,” she said before we left. I nodded agreement, 
and kissed her hard before we walked out the door.
There were about twenty people there, standing around the bonfire, holding beers 
and plastic glasses filled with cheap wine. It was mostly students from her department, a 
couple professors, and a few neighbors. “This is my cousin Jack,” she said all night. 
“He’s staying with me until he gets a place.”
We sat on stumps that were close together. As she talked to everyone who passed 
by, I drank my beer. I kept wanting to reach out my hand to her leg, to feel the firmness 
o f her thigh beneath my palm, but I didn’t. Only once did we touch, and it was so fleeting 
that I almost believed I imagined it. I got up to get another beer and felt something brush 
against my lower back. I looked back just in time to see her hand fall again to her side. 
She smiled at me, and I smiled back.
We didn’t go to any more parties after that.
I can see her outside. She is on her stomach, pressed into the snow.
“My parents want to come visit, now that w e’ve got the new house and everything,” I 
told her.
She shook her head, didn’t look at me.
“Come on, they think w e’re just living together, they don’t know anything.” I 
grabbed her around the waist and pulled her to me, but her body was stiff in my arms.
“Jack, do you really think they wouldn’t figure it out. One bedroom? Where do 
you sleep, on the floor?” She twisted out of my grip and walked over to the sink.
She was right. We had a bed and a couch, and a little coffee table, and that was 
about it. It was a house that a couple lived in, not friends. But still, “Well, we can say I 
sleep on the couch.”
“Do you really think they haven’t guessed yet? Why are we still living together?”
“Because we like each other, and it’s cheaper this way. That’s what I’ve told them 
and they’ve never questioned it.” This was one o f the differences between us, that she 
assumed everyone knew, and I assumed they didn’t. The truth probably lay somewhere 
between us.
She scrubbed at a plate. Steam rose from the sink and I wondered how she w asn’t 
burning her hands. “No. It w on’t work. They’ll figure it out and then they’ll hate us, me 
more than you, because they’ll blame me and they’ll be right, because I can’t stop it and I 
should.”
“So we just can’t see anyone ever again?”
She sneered at me, and I felt worthless, stupid, like I didn’t understand what was 
going on. “That’s what happens when you’re like us, you give up everything else. It’s 
going to get out, to our family, to our friends, everyone’s going to abandon us and hate 
us, and they should. I ’d do the same thing.”
“W e’ll always have each other,” I said, and reached over to touch the back o f her
neck.
She shook her head away from my hand. “Yeah, that’s the problem, isn’t it?”
Operation Cherry took on a life on its own through February. It seemed to grow along 
with her stomach, with a terrible momentum that I couldn’t seem to stop, even though I 
think I wanted to. Each night she’d come to bed with a new idea, would tell me all about 
it, ask me if I thought it would work, how much it would hurt, maybe the more it hurt the 
better, and each night I ’d ask her again why we had to do it at all.
“Because of this,” she’d say, and reach between my legs, to where I was ready for 
her touch.
And all the reasons why Operation Cherry was bad would flee from my mind, and 
I’d agree to anything she said as long as she didn’t stop touching me.
What it comes down to then, is that I couldn’t say no to her, not even when so much 
depended on it.
“March 20th,” she said.
“W hat?” We were in bed, her leg curled over mine.
“That’s when we’re doing it. Operation Cherry. The equinox. Change.”
“W e?”
“Well, me, but you’ve got to be there. It’s half yours anyway.”
I didn’t say anything. Everything I wanted to say I couldn’t. I did take my hand 
off her hip and put my arms behind my head. She placed her head on my shoulder, 
gently, as though she was scared to put her full weight on me.
“Will you help?” she asked.
I shook my head.
“Please? I need this,” she said. She sounded like a little girl, and I suddenly 
wished I’d known her when she was a child. That could have prevented all this, if w e’d 
played with stuffed animals together and played school in the back yard, and pushed each 
other on the swings, gotten to know each other before lust and love clouded everything.
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But because we hadn’t gotten that, and because her hair felt like feathers on my 
bare skin, I said, “Yeah, I promise.”
Turns out that some promises aren’t so hard to break.
I felt the baby kick in late February. She was sleeping next me. My hand rested on her 
stomach. At first I thought she’d just hiccupped, or coughed, but it came again, a little 
lower, and I realized what it was. I’d never felt anything like it. I never wanted it to stop.
I wondered how long she’d been feeling it.
In early March, when her stomach was too big to disguise, she called in sick. “I’ve got 
mono,” she told her department chair.
I stood next to her as she made the phone call, and I wished she’d just tell the 
truth. “W hat’s so bad about having a baby?” I asked her when she hung up.
“Why don’t ’ you get this? It’s not a baby, it’s a monster.”
I took a step away from her. “It’s ours,” I said.
But that night nothing had changed. I still reached my hand between her legs, and 
she still let me. And when we were done, she still kissed me before saying, “W e’ve got to 
get rid o f it,” and I was silent.
March 20th came so quickly. Her belly was huge by then. It almost looked separate from 
her body, except that I knew it was more connected than anything else. I thought it must
be, at least. She didn’t act that way. She’d yell at it whenever it got in her way, slap it, 
lightly though, which made me hope maybe she’d change her mind. But March 20th came 
and she reached for me in the morning and her hand was sweaty, and I knew she was 
going to do it.
We made love all morning long, which seemed wrong to me, in light o f what we 
were about to do, but I touched her anyway, gently, then harder, left bruises and bite 
marks along the curves of her body, and she did the same to me. I didn’t feel guilty 
though, after, except towards the child that I’d just been pressing against.
It was a beautiful March day. The sun was bright in the blue sky, brighter than the 
sun has any right to be on a day like that. Whenever I went outside I’d have to squint my 
eyes against snow, as the sun hit it and bounced off. The trees had a light dusting of snow 
that had fallen in the night, turning everything into a wintry spectacle.
Darkness came late by then, and the one thing I'd  been firm about was that we 
had to do it at night. “If I see clearly I w on’t do it,” I told her, and she agreed.
So after ten we went outside. She wore blue jeans and one o f my flannel shirts, 
unbuttoned at the bottom so it would stretch over her stomach. Over that she put on snow 
pants and a coat. A balaclava covered her head and face, left just her eyes showing. Her 
belly stuck out in front of her like a balloon. I touched it once, squeezed a little to say 
goodbye.
I held the door open for her. She walked out, and I was supposed to follow her, 
but I couldn’t. “I’m staying inside,” I said.
She turned around, was quiet, then nodded once and turned her back to me. I shut 
the door between us.
She is still out there and I don’t know how she is still alive. Her bare stomach is sunk into 
the snow. “We can freeze it,” she told me, “that will work.” And I don’t know if it will, 
but I know I cannot stand there next to her and watch while she tries it. She has been out 
there a long time.
I went home once to see my parents. They hugged me, but it didn’t feel right, because the 
only person I’d hugged in years was her. The whole visit was filled with things like that, 
things that were almost right, but because she wasn’t there they were completely wrong: 
rolling over at night, doing the dishes, drinking coffee, breathing.
She has been out there too long. I put on my coat and hat and trudge through the snow to
where she lies. “Hey,” I say, softly.
She doesn’t answer, but I can see her body rising, so I know she is alive. I crouch 
down, feel the cold seep through my jeans and onto my knees. I touch her shoulder, but 
all I feel is the down coat. “Hey,” I say again. “You need to get up.”
She shakes her head. “I felt it a few minutes ago. Got to stay.” Her words come 
slow, frozen.
Above me, a green arc stretches across the entire sky, a rainbow of one color. On 
either side, ribbons o f white and purple ripple their way across the night. I watch them for
a moment, my hand on her shoulder, my knees numb from the cold. Then I stand up and 
reach under her shoulders. I pull, hard, because she is heavy with the child that may no 
longer be alive. But she slowly stands up and slumps against me. I reach one arm around 
her stomach to support her. Nothing has ever been as cold as her skin. I bring her inside 
and sit her on the couch, where I kneel in front of her and hold a warm washcloth against 
her belly.
Where the Water is Warm
A morning jogger comes across two naked bodies in the sand. The girl’s light hair 
spreads over the boy’s face like a veil. Her eyes are open, the color o f forget-me-nots, but 
dead. Her leg lies across his, their feet touching. Sand is caked on their bodies, cracked 
and dried from the sun. The jogger checks for a pulse and finds none. Their chests are 
still.
Ambulances come and take them away, but it is too late.
Wait, I feel a pulse, someone says. Where? In the girl. A miracle, they say.
Abby opens her eyes. Where am I, she asks. In the hospital. Why? The men in 
white coats look at each other and shrug. You were dead, one o f them finally says. She 
closes her eyes. Yes, I know that. And Jake? One of them takes her hand in his and rubs 
his thumb over her knuckles. He is gone, he tells her. She cries then, each tear a 
crystalline perfection, and all the men in the room fall in love with her.
The girl sighs and each person thinks of something beautiful they saw once, or a 
first kiss during a summer storm, or the sound of their lover’s body moving beneath the 
sheet. She opens her eyes and smiles at each man in turn, and each man thinks it is a 
smile for him alone. Thank you, she says. We didn’t do anything. She shrugs and the 
sheet slips down, exposing one shoulder. They stare. But still, thank you. Can I have 
some clothes now please? Yes, and they stumble and push against each other in their 
haste to help her.
Everything is fuzzy. She feels like she isn’t herself, like she is somewhere 
between the realm of life and death, or reality and fantasy. The doctors didn’t have any
answers for her, any reasons why Jake was dead, why she had been briefly dead. But a 
lack o f reasons doesn’t mean anything against the fact that he is dead.
They had met at midnight, as they often did, to be together out from under the 
careful eyes of their parents. She climbed out her bedroom window, down the cypress 
tree, and walked the mile to the beach. He was waiting. He held out a conch shell, and the 
moonlight showed off shades o f gray that she knew were pink and orange and yellow 
beneath the sun. She stroked its silky inside with her fingers. I know you like these, he 
told her. Yes, I do.
They walked, hands twined together. She held her sandals in her free hand and 
felt the water brush over her bare feet. They talked of many things, o f their future 
together. She was starting college in the fall, would be two hours away. It would be 
harder, they agreed, but they were willing to try it, to spend weekends together, to call 
each other every night, to remind each other o f their love. It was a youthful conversation, 
full o f idealism and optimism, but it may be that without those conversations the world 
would collapse into a place where love doesn’t exist anymore.
He kissed her. Beneath the stars, above the sand, beside the sea. All - stars, sand, 
sea, a sort o f infinity, uncountable, unknowable. A moment, a clutching and releasing. It 
seemed the world should pause at this act, but it did not. The tide rolled in. The stars
crept. The sands shifted.
She laid her head on his shoulder and wrapped her leg over his. His breathing 
deepened into sleep. Her thoughts focused on everything wonderful about him as she 
drifted off to sleep. And that is the last she remembers o f Jake. And o f her first life.
People get second chances every day. A lover strays and is forgiven. A dog bites 
and is held with love again. A child paints the walls and is read a story that night. A man 
hits his wife and dinner is on the table the next day. This is no different, just a higher 
magnitude, more o f an impossibility, but in essence, still just a second chance.
A woman enters the hospital room. She looks familiar, has dark hair, flushed 
cheeks. Honey, how are you, they just told me what happened, it sounds awful. Yes, 
awful, Abby says. I’m so sorry about Jake. The woman sits on the edge of the bed and 
strokes Abby’s hair. Her fingers feel good against her scalp. She wonders how she knew 
Jake, why she is sitting here next to her, but hopes she stays and strokes her head.
Do you want to come home now, the woman asks. Abby wonders what home is 
like, thinks it sounds nice, so says, yes, that would be good. The woman holds out her 
hand and Abby sees that her eyes are the same color as her own. We have the same eyes, 
she says, as she reaches out her hand. Yes, o f course, now come with me.
The woman leads her to a house that looks like all the others: white walls turned 
gray from salt and wind, flower beds filled with bright blooms and scraggly weeds. Abby 
feels as if she should knock, but the woman turns a key in the lock and opens the door. 
She must live here. Abby walks in slowly, stares at the beauty o f the dust motes reflecting 
the sunlight that filters in through the window. She wonders if dust has always been so 
beautiful, or if the world is a little different now that she has died. Are you okay, the 
woman asks. She has a strange expression on her face and Abby thinks that she must be 
doing something wrong for the woman to look at her that way. I ’m hungry, she says,
something normal that people feel, something that can be remedied.
The woman brings out a plate o f cheese and crackers and a mug o f hot tea. Abby 
holds the mug to her nose and breathes in the scent o f cinnamon and oranges. She thinks 
that she’s never smelled anything so nice in her life. The cheese has the creamy texture o f 
butter and silk. Everything is different, she tells the woman sitting across from her. I 
know, it’s so awful. Is it? The woman’s eyes widen. Are you sure you’re okay? I don’t 
know. Why don’t you go upstairs and rest for a while, it’s been a hard time for you. I 
think I’ll go take a shower.
She lets the hot water course over her body. Wonders what else will be different 
now that she has been dead. Wonders how anything could ever be the same. She worries 
that she hasn’t thought about Jake enough, that his death doesn’t affect her as it should. 
She should be sobbing hysterically, ripping her hair out, clawing her flesh with her 
fingernails. That’s what you’re supposed to do when love dies. Not stand in the shower 
and wonder why she never appreciated the feeling of hot water against her skin before. 
Like something she never wants to be without. And she doesn’t know why she should 
ever leave the shower, what could be waiting for her outside the steam. But eventually, 
because something in her is still alive, she leaves the comforting warmth and goes 
downstairs.
I’m so glad you’re home the woman says, and pulls her in a tight embrace. Abby 
hugs her back because she doesn’t know what else to do. She wishes she could remember 
why she knows this woman, why their eyes are the same, why nothing is as she 
remembers, why she doesn’t understand when the woman says I’m so glad you’re home.
I need to take a walk, Abby says, thinking that fresh air might help clear away the 
fuzziness in her head. Be careful. The dark-haired woman kisses the top of Abby’s head. 
Abby wonders why, but as soon as she steps outside the kiss is forgotten.
Clouds float in the sky. Rays of light slant through them, looking like shining 
pillars from heaven. A seagull flies above her. The breeze smells of salt and water and 
sun, like summer. Abby smiles, and in that instant a blue car drives by. The driver is a 
young man vacationing with his wife, who he has left at home while he goes to the 
grocery store. He sees Abby smile and screeches to a halt in the middle o f the road. He 
rolls down the window and asks if  she needs a ride. He has light brown hair and pale blue 
eyes. His nose is upturned and his lips thin. Abby decides that he looks nice. Yes, she 
says, but where are you going? I was going to the store, but I can take you anywhere. I 
think I’m supposed to be going home. Sure, where’s that? I don’t know, maybe that way. 
She points down the road. He opens the door for her and she sits down. Her white skirt
settles around her lap.
They drive north in silence. The ocean peeks out from between houses and dunes 
on their right. The young man steals furtive glances at her from time to time. He has 
never seen beauty such as hers before: long hair the color o f leaves in autumn, those 
changing blue eyes, lightly freckled sun-bronzed skin, a slight gap between her front 
teeth that makes him wonder what that absence would taste like. He has forgotten about 
his wife, who sits at the kitchen table wondering what is taking him so long.
They stop for gas after an hour. The man comes back from paying inside and 
finds Abby leaning against the driver’s door. Do you need anything, he asks, hoping that
the answer is yes. Abby reaches out and takes his left hand in her own. You should go 
home to your wife, she tells him. How did you know about her? She fingers the thick 
gold band around his ring finger and he blushes. O f course. She’s missing you. Abby 
brings his hand to her lips and kisses his wedding ring. The man remembers how 
beautiful his wife looked at their wedding, like a blooming lily all dressed in white. He 
remembers the kiss she gave him this afternoon when he left for the store, and he 
remembers that he’d like to kiss her again. Thank you for the ride, Abby says, but I'm  
okay here. You go home. She opens the car door for him.
Abby buys a lemonade in the gas station and sits on the sidewalk outside, trying 
to put things in perspective. The lemonade tastes how spring would taste, if it could be 
captured on the tip o f a tongue. She feels a huge sense o f loss and can’t place it. There’s 
Jake, and there’s the dark-haired woman who kissed her. But memories o f Jake are 
already hazy, and the fact that he’s dead doesn’t even seem real, or at least it doesn’t 
matter much anymore. And she doesn’t know who that woman was, but that’s part o f the 
problem. She’s supposed to know, she thinks.
A line o f cars has formed at the pumps. Each man, when he got out o f his car to 
pump gas, has stayed, leaning against his vehicle, the pump forgotten in his hand, staring 
at Abby. The women who are with their men sit in the cars, waiting.
Abby stands up and shakes the dust off her skirt. She walks away, heading 
towards the road, and leaves her lemonade on the sidewalk. A small girl runs forward and 
picks it up. She has pink ribbons in her hair. She drinks the last sips and thinks it is the 
best drink she has ever tasted. As this little girl grows into a woman, she feels that
something is missing from her life. She doesn’t realize it is only the cool taste of that 
lemonade until she meets a woman with honey blond hair and blue eyes. This woman, 
who looks like someone the girl once saw, changes everything. The taste o f her mouth 
fills that emptiness in the woman who used to be a little girl with pink ribbons in her hair. 
Together they adopt a little girl o f their own, and the only name they can agree on is 
Abigail.
The sun is hot. Sweat trickles down Abby’s body, lodging in the cracks and 
curves. She feels she is turning into a creature of salt, wonders if that is what happens 
when people die. Or if salt has more to do with life.
She keeps walking north until she is in that space between towns, where she can’t 
see any buildings in any direction, and if she wanted to, she could imagine that she was 
alone in the world, but she doesn’t want to, she wants to be surrounded by people, to hear 
their breathing, to try and match hers to theirs to make sure she is really alive, and she 
thinks that maybe that is what home feels like. An affirmation of life. So she keeps 
walking, knows that if she follows the road she’ll get somewhere.
Do you need a ride? A silver jeep has pulled up next to her. The man is dressed 
well, a dark gray suit and blue tie. He’s wearing sunglasses. No thank you, Abby says. 
You sure? Yes. Where you headed? I’m just out for a walk. W ouldn’t be any trouble for 
me to take you where you’re going. No, but I’m afraid that it might be trouble for me.
She doesn’t trust the way she can’t see his eyes, but can feel them exploring the skin 
beneath her tank top. Well, if  you’re sure, you have a nice walk then. A harmless 
conversation.
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But he wanted to take her somewhere, to a valley between sand dunes that 
couldn’t be seen from the road or the beach. Wanted to pull down her skirt, to tear her 
panties, to bite the soft underside of her breasts, to leave teethmarks. Wanted to fuck her. 
He wouldn’t have though. Would have given her a ride, talked about weather and where 
she’s going and why she’s going and where she’s coming from and his job at the realty 
office and all those things that people who have never met before and will never meet 
again discuss. He is ashamed at what he wanted to do, and that shame, when mixed with 
the memories of his father’s fist and ex-girlfriend’s parting words, is enough to make him 
take a razor to his wrists. He doesn’t cut deep, doesn’t want to die, or not enough. Just 
takes the edge off the shame, watches the bright droplets flow down his wrist, direction 
dictated by the dark hairs on his arms.
Abby sees a gas station in the distance, always the first marker o f a new town.
The bright red and white sign towers above the scrubby trees. She speeds up, thinking 
that if she can just get there everything will be made clear, that someone will tell her 
where home is, and how to get there.
Across from the gas station a family walks along the road, two teenage boys and 
the adults. The father is bare-chested, his pale belly whorled with dark hairs. His wife is 
younger, probably not the mother of the boys, and she walks a step behind the man, their 
hands linked together. The two boys slouch behind them, whispering, probably insulting 
their step-mother, or else looking at her butt as it clenches and unclenches with each step. 
Hello, Abby calls out to them, and they all turn. The man lets his fingers fall from 
between his w ife’s. The boys look Abby up and down. Can you take me home, Abby
asks, wondering if this could be her new family, and with that thought she remembers 
what a family is, and that she wants one. Where is home, the woman asks. Her voice is 
kinder than Abby imagined. I’m not sure. We can help, the man says, but the woman 
gives him a look, maybe, he adds, lowering his eyes. Abby sees that she is not wanted. 
Never mind, I can get there myself, thanks for your help, have a nice day. The family 
walks off, the boys looking over their shoulders at her, the wife keeping a firm grip on 
her husband, jerking at his hand whenever his head begins to turn.
Abby thinks about the words family, home. She imagines a place where the water 
is warm, where she can feel it flow across her skin whenever she wishes. A place that 
smells o f cinnamon and oranges. A place with people who love her, who hold her, like 
Jake used to do, but he is dead, so he does not belong at home with her. Someone does 
though, surely someone does.
Abby walks into the gas station. The attendant, a boy about her own age, looks at 
her. Can I help you, he asks. His eyes are brown, like someone’s she used to know. Jake, 
she remembers, his name is Jake and he is dead, do dead eyes still have color, she 
wonders. Can you take me home? His eyes widen. I can take you anywhere you want to 
go, and she sees that his eyes are not quite like Jake’s, they are sparking and a little 
dangerous.
He takes her to his car out back, a brown Buick with a large, worn backseat. As 
she arches her back above him and her feet search for something solid to press against, 
she doesn’t think about home. The car smells like old cigarette smoke and onions, and his 
breath comes out in sharp grunts. He clutches her hips, hard, then lets go. That was not
home, she tells him as she arranges her skirt, and there is reproach in her blue eyes. He 
bows his head. No, he says, I’m sorry. Don’t be, you tried. He kisses her goodbye, first 
on the lips, but she pulls away, then on the top of her head, and she shakes when he does 
that, like she’s freezing to death, but her body is still warm and she has already died. She 
wonders if that is what home feels like, that kiss goodbye. Someone else kissed her like 
that, someone with forget-me-not eyes, like hers, and Abby wants to find that woman, to 
ask her if she knows where home is.
So she walks and walks, until her feet are bruised and tired. She ignores 
everything but the road in front of her, silences the honks, turns her head from the offered 
rides. She walks until she comes to a house that looks tamiliar: white walls turned gray 
from salt and wind, flower beds filled with bright blooms and scraggly weeds. Abby 
knocks softly on the door, then opens it without waiting for an answer. Hello, she says, is 
anybody home? Yes, I’m here, comes a voice from upstairs, and in that voice Abby 
recognizes something of her own.
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Legs
Paul was already there when I pulled up to the landfill. He sat in front o f the 
mountain o f rotting food, moldy tampons, and whatever the hell else was in there. The 
newer stuff, on top, was still solid, but near the bottom of the pile everything was like 
mush from sitting there for so long, a few solid objects sticking out of the half-liquid
mass. It looked, and smelled, like shit.
A brown box rested in Paul’s lap. He smiled at me as I walked towards him. His
dark eyes sparkled. “W hat’s that? I asked, pointing at the box.
“My legs,” he said, the smile not leaving his face.
Two months ago, for reasons Paul claims he understands but that I don t, his wife 
strapped him onto the dining room table and chopped through his legs with a chainsaw. 
She’d called 911 before she started, and so by the time she was done chewing through his 
flesh and bones, right under the knees, the ambulance was there and they were able to 
save his life. They couldn’t do anything with the legs; they were too mangled. They had 
to amputate above the knee in order for the skin to heal properly and leave him with legs
o f any sort.
“What are you talking about?” I asked.
“I saved them,” he said, “come on and help me bury them.”
“What do you mean, you saved them?
He lurched forward as he tried to stand, and I looked away. He wasn’t used to it 
yet, to the fact that he couldn’t walk or stand, to the wheelchair. “Fuck, he muttered, and 
I looked at him. He was holding his elbow with this other hand, rubbing it. “Hit my funny
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bone. Piece o f shit.” And because I didn’t know if he was talking about his funny bone, 
or the wheelchair, or himself, I didn’t say anything. “I want to bury them, Mike, to put it 
all behind me.”
“How do you still have them?” I’d never really thought about what happened to 
body parts left in hospitals, but I assumed the patients didn’t usually take them home with 
them. I imagined giant furnaces full o f burning legs and arms and fingers and toes, or 
maybe a huge crushing machine that ground them into dust.
“Told them I wanted them. They didn’t really ask questions.” I knew how that 
was with Paul. He was always so sure of everything, which made asking questions 
difficult.
When Paul and I were teenagers, when the sun was bright and the sky was clear, 
we would load our inner tubes into the back of his old pick-up, toss a six-pack stolen 
from his dad into a cooler, and head to the river that wound through the center of town, 
lazy and bogged down with gravel and silt. I’d follow him to the boat landing where we’d 
drop off my car, and then w e’d drive about four miles up the road to the city park where 
w e’d put in. But one morning, when I met him at his house, instead of beer and inner 
tubes, he was holding a stick of dynamite. “Let’s go,” he said.
“W hat’s that for?”
“You’ll see,” he said, and grinned at me, his dark eyes flashing. “Just hop in.”
So I climbed into the passenger seat and warily held the dynamite when he put it 
into my hand. The cylinder was cool to my touch, smooth and round, thin and reddish.
The fuse was about three inches long. I wondered how long that would take to bum 
down.
When we got to the park we scrambled down the bank to our secret spot. Paul had 
a net with him, and I carried the dynamite. The river was wide and calm here, a murky 
brown that hid how deep it was. “You ready?” he asked. The wind ruffled his brown hair.
“For what?”
“Fishing,” he said, like it was the most obvious thing in the world. He looked at
the dynamite in my hand.
I looked at it too and saw that my knuckles were white from squeezing it so hard. 
“Does that really work?” Fd seen it in movies, watched as an explosion shot fish right out 
of the water, but I didn’t believe it was real.
“I don’t know. Let’s try.” He pulled a lighter out from his back pocket.
“Okay,” I said, drawing the word out slowly, hoping that if I never finished 
saying it Fd never have to go through with it. But the “ay stretched out o f my mouth and 
there wasn’t anything left to say. What I wanted to say was, "Are you insane? We re 
going to kill ourselves,” but he was looking at me with that look he had, that "come on 
Mike, let’s do something crazy and fun and if  we get hurt, it’s worth it” look. His eyes 
got real wide and the whites shone like snow against the irises that were so dark they 
were almost black. He had tiny flecks o f gold in his eyes, and it seemed like I only saw 
them when he looked at me like that. So, “Okay,” I said again, the word abrupt this time, 
as though I was ready.
“Great. The trick is to hold it as long as you can so that the fuse w on’t go out 
when it hits the water. You’ve got to time everything perfectly. Here, I’ll light it and tell
you when to throw.”
I wanted to light the fuse and watch as it burned down in his hand, but I couldn’t 
bring myself to offer that. I didn’t want to let him down, to have him think I was scared, 
to have those eyes judge me and be disappointed, so I just asked, “What if I don’t throw it 
in time?”
He clapped me on the back. “Then it’s a good thing the hospital’s not too far 
away. But don’t worry, I’ll tell you when to throw it.”
And since his mouth had stretched into a wide smile and I could see his teeth 
between his thin-stretched lips, and he still had that look in his eyes, I said, Okay one 
more time and held out my hand for him. He brought the lighter close, its flame licking at 
the fuse. Then with a crackle it started to burn. My hand shook as the fuse quickly burned 
down, the tip turning black and falling over as the flame traveled down. I wished it was 
his hand shaking, even though I knew if he’d been holding the dynamite his hand would 
have been steady. I wanted something to fall apart for him, even if it was just a shaking 
hand. Wanted him to be more like me.
“Now!”
I threw it, and the timing was perfect. It exploded just as it hit the water, splashing 
us both. No fish though. Just noise and cold water. My clothes were soaked. I wiped the 
water out o f my eyes. I spit, trying to get the silt out o f my mouth, but it still coated my 
tongue. Paul didn’t do anything, just let the water slowly drip down his face. His hair was
plastered against his head. The water made it darker than it really was, so that it matched 
his eyes, which weren’t sparking anymore, but quieter somehow, if eyes could be quiet.
The only noise was the wind rustling through the leaves and the murmur of the 
river. A fish jum ped with a quiet splash. I watched the rings move out from where it 
landed, rippling the surface. I was still too freaked out to say anything, and I didn’t know 
if Paul was scared too, or if he was quiet for some other reason. A prayer, a benediction.
A thanks.
Then, “Guess it doesn’t work,” he said softly.
“Guess not.”
“Hey, at least we know.”
“Yeah, at least we know,” I agreed. And after the shock wore off, as we 
scrambled up the loose bank, dirt falling from beneath my hands, I began to see the fun in 
it. After I stopped imagining being blown apart, fingers scattered across the ground.
I looked out over the landfill. It was about thirty feet high, dotted with greens and 
reds and blues; all the colors of the rainbow could be found here, remnants o f people’s 
lives in books and picture frames and clothing. Why not legs? I thought. "Okay, let’s 
bury your legs. Then what?”
He pulled a camera from his pocket. “Then I take a roll o f pictures of them 
sticking out of the dump, and you take the pictures to Teresa in the asylum and tell her 
happy anniversary from her husband, and I go to Texas.”
At the bottom of the pile, just a few feet from me, a photograph stuck out from a 
pile o f compost. I could make out a woman in a wedding dress. Her hair was piled on top 
of her head, little tendrils escaping and falling down her shoulders. Next to her was a 
man’s head, the rest o f him obscured by some old lettuce. He wasn’t smiling, but looked 
like he wanted to, like he was trying to keep a straight face for the picture. I wondered 
what happened to them that made the picture end up in the trash. “Paul, I’m not taking 
her anything, and why the hell do you want to give her that anyway? And why are you 
going to Texas?”
“I need you to Mike. Please.” He gave me a look that I’d never seen before, that I 
don’t think he could have given three months ago. It was empty o f something I was used 
to, and I wondered if he felt empty of something more than just his legs.
“I don’t want to see her, and I don’t understand why you want her to have pictures 
o f that anyway.” I hated his wife, and even more I hated the fact that he wouldn’t divorce 
her, even now, after what she’d done.
After he got out o f the hospital, his voice still fuzzy with painkillers, he’d told me 
that it almost made sense, that he felt like he deserved it. “She’s got her reasons,” he said.
“How can anyone have reasons for doing that?”
“I was drinking too much, ignoring her. Women don’t like to be ignored.”
“I know. But still,” I stopped, knowing there w asn’t anything I could say to him 
that would change anything.
I knew they’d never had a great relationship. The first time Paul told me she’d 
cheated on him I forgave her, because he asked me to. But when she kept doing it,
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forgiveness came harder and harder to me, even though he always wanted me to give it. I 
wasn’t sure why he needed me to forgive her, why his w asn’t enough, but when he asked 
me, his voice slurred from beer, his eyes swollen, I’d always say okay. Having him need 
that from me made me able to give him the words he needed, even if  my heart wasn’t in
In a way I had to thank her. Whenever he found out about one o f her lovers he 
came to me. He’d call me up, drunk at the bar, and ask me to pick him up. Or I’d take 
him out for a night to help him drown her in whiskey. It always ended up back at my 
place, him crying, talking about how much he loved her, hating him self for making her 
miserable, but he was talking to me, not her, at my house, not hers, and those were the 
only times I ever saw Paul vulnerable.
Still, “Pictures of the legs she sawed off? For an anniversary present? Why?”
“To say goodbye.”
“W ouldn’t a divorce do that a little better?”
He shook his head and the sun caught some gray in his hair. I’d never noticed it 
before, wondered if it was there before he lost his legs. “I still love her though, just can’t 
live with her anymore. Not even sure if I can live with myself.”
I rubbed my temples with my fingertips, wishing he’d take away those words. 
“Don’t say that.”
There was silence for a moment, then he laughed, a sharp bitter sound, but tinged 
with hilarity. “No, I don’t mean I’m going to kill myself or anything. There’s still a lot o f 
life to live. I just need to change something in order to live it. You know what I mean?”
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He chewed on his bottom lip as he waited for my answer, and I knew that he 
really wanted me to understand, that this was something he w asn’t entirely sure of and 
wanted me to confirm it for him. “Yeah, I know,” I said quietly. But I didn’t. I was 
content here. But I’d never had that crazy streak of Paul’s, that need to find out 
everything, to blow fish out o f the water, to forgive the woman who crippled him, to try 
and find something else beyond what w e’re given, what we re content with. Let s do it,
I said.
A smile broke across his face. “Great,” he said, and wheeled over to me. “Here, 
open up the box and take them out.” He held the box out to me like an offering, and since
there w asn’t anything else to do, I took it.
I peeled off the tape, and thin strips of cardboard came off with it. Then I slowly 
pulled up the flaps. I didn’t know what I was expecting, maybe something rotting, or 
maybe something so real it looked fake. They were light gray with streaks of pale blue 
and darker gray running through. The outer skin was peeling in places and looked like 
fish scales falling off. I reached out and touched one. It was cold, frozen. I kept my hand 
on it and felt my body heat start to warm the dead flesh. It felt like if I kept my hand there 
long enough I could somehow bring them back to life, reattach them to Paul, and maybe 
he’d stay.
I wrapped both hands around an ankle. I’d never touched him like this before. My 
hands grew moist with condensation. I caressed the heel with my thumbs, and I knew that 
if these legs were still attached to him the skin would be giving under my pressure, my
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fingertips sinking into his flesh. But it felt like rubbing an ice cube, and after a moment I 
pulled my hands away and wiped them on my jeans. “Now what?”
He looked across the dump. The sun was high, shining its rays across everything. 
He pointed to a spot halfway up the mountain of shit. “Can you put them in there? And I
want the feet sticking out.”
I shook my head and closed my eyes briefly, but took the legs out. I threw the box 
on the ground near where his feet should have been and walked into the sludge. My feet 
sank in a little bit and pulled out with a sucking noise each time I took a step. It stank, 
sort of like dog shit mixed with oranges and grass. I could even taste it on my tongue and 
almost threw up. But I knew Paul was watching me, so I kept walking.
I slipped once, on something that looked like old vomit, and threw my arms out to 
brace my fall. Paul’s leg slammed into the pile and splattered stuff all over me. I wiped 
my face with my forearm, but that just smeared everything around more. “This good?” I 
asked.
“Yeah, just stick them about half way in.”
I dug into the pile with my fingers and made two holes, about eight inches deep. 
The liquid acted like a vacuum, trying to pull my hands in farther, but I fought against it.
I stuck the legs in, gripping them by the feet and rotating as I shoved. I stepped away and
said, “Like that?”
“Can you turn them a little, so the feet will be in profile?”
I turned them. I touched each one, in the middle o f the sole, ran my fingers down 
their lengths like I was tickling them, but there was no twitch, no laughter from my touch. 
I half walked, half fell down the pile. “That,” I said, “was disgusting.”
“I know, but look, Isn’t it great?” He made a sweeping gesture with his long arms. 
I wondered if he saw something I didn’t, if those gold flecks in his eyes were 
really a gateway to a different world, because what I saw was two dead, gray legs 
sticking out of a pile o f stuff that nobody wanted anymore. I wondered how long it would 
take before the legs rotted. “Yeah, great.”
He started clicking away with his camera while I tried to wipe the muck off my 
clothes and face, but mostly I just made it worse. He wheeled him self around, taking 
pictures from different angles, muttering about light and shadow. Taking those pictures 
put some kind of life into him, because he started wheeling him self with more and more 
abandon, almost falling several times, but laughing as he did it.
Finally I heard the whir o f the film rewinding and he came to stop in front of me, 
his face flushed with happiness, or energy, with something I’d never seen before. “Got 
it,” he said. He took the film out of the camera and slipped it into a container. “Here,” he 
said, pressing it into my hand. “Take this to Teresa.’
I closed my fist around it and put it in my pocket.
“Let’s go,” he said.
“What about your legs?”
“What about them?”
“Are you just going to leave them there?”
He shrugged. “What else would I do with them?”
I didn’t know, but I wondered what the next person to come here would do when
he saw them sticking out of the junk heap.
I picked Paul up to put him into the passenger seat of my truck. Losing his legs 
had made him so light that he felt like a child. I could feel his muscles tense under my 
touch. I placed him gently into the seat and walked around to the other side. “Where to?”
I asked.
“My train leaves at four, so you can just take me to the station. He looked out the 
window.
I looked at the back of his head, could pick out the individual gray hairs. I wanted 





There was a loud honk as I slammed my hand down on the steering wheel. He 
turned towards me. He held his head at a little bit o f an angle, and I noticed for the first 
time how broad his shoulders had gotten from wheeling him self around. He looked 
almost deformed, with huge shoulders and biceps, a thin waist, and those withered half­
legs. “Why didn’t you tell me earlier?” I asked.
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He leaned his head back and let out a sigh. The dust motes sparkled in the 
sunlight as they moved around from his breath. “I didn’t want to deal with a long 
goodbye.”
“So instead you drag me out here, make me promise to see Teresa again, and just 
expect it to be fine?” I didn’t know what I would do without him. W e’d always had each 
other, since we were boys. Even after the legs, maybe because o f them, w e’d become 
closer. He spent hours drinking beer and crying on my living room couch, telling me to 
punch his thighs so he could be sure that they, at least, still existed. “Well, fuck you, ’ I 
told him.
He ran his hand through his hair and rubbed his eyes. “I don’t have dreams 
anymore. I used to have big dreams, but now there s nothing. I don t think I can dream 
here.”
I used to have dreams too, shifting, fleeting ones that involved a lot o f money, a 
big house, maybe Paul and Teresa splitting up, but I’d given up on all o f those a long 
time ago. Dreams just mess you up, I wanted to tell him. “Why do you need to leave if 
you don’t have dreams?”
“Because I don’t have any. Don’t you get it?”
“I guess,” but I didn’t really. I understood about dreams, but he w asn’t chasing a 
dream. He was just chasing the idea o f a dream. It seemed to me the best way to go 
through life was dreamless, a coasting, a steadiness. No disappointments that way. I was 
content. Nothing wrong with content. “Why Texas?”
“That’s where the train stops.”
I turned the key and the engine came to life with a little sputter. I drove all the 
way to the train station without saying anything, or looking at him. I heard a sharp intake 
o f breath a few times, like he was about to say something, but every time I heard that I’d 
turn the wheel suddenly, or slam on the brakes, or speed up. I didn’t want to hear 
whatever he had to say, unless it was, “I’ll stay,” and I knew it wouldn’t be that.
We pulled into the station and I finally turned to him. “Well, bye,” I said.
He didn’t move, couldn’t get out by himself, and I felt a rush of power over him, 
knowing he needed me to help him leave. I smiled, but I knew it wasn’t a real smile, 
could feel the corners of my mouth twisting in a weird way, like they w eren’t sure what 
to do.
After a long moment when we just looked at each other, I pushed open my door 
and walked around to help him out. I pulled his wheelchair out of the back and put it 
down next to the truck. He turned his body as best he could and held his arms out to me. I 
didn’t do anything, just stood there as he stretched out the only limbs that still worked. 
When I didn’t do anything except look at him, he lowered his arms.
I stepped up to him. He slipped his arms around my neck as I grabbed him around 
the thighs and shoulders and pulled him out. I held him a moment longer than I needed 
to, feeling the little hairs on his forearm as they rubbed against my neck, the weakened 
thigh muscles melting into my arm. I gently placed him in his chair.
“Thanks,” he said, “for everything.”
“Yeah, have a good trip.”
We shook hands and he wheeled him self away from me. I wanted to shout at him 
to stop, but just stretched out an arm, wishing he’d turn back and look, but he didn’t.
A month later I had a dream about Paul. He was sitting in his wheelchair on the 
side of an endless road. He was in Texas, where I’d never been. The desert stretched out 
on all sides o f him, a never-ending expanse o f pale sand, interrupted only by low shrubs, 
like I’d seen in movies and postcards. Paul had a slight smile on his face, his lips barely 
upturned. He didn’t move, just sat there staring into the desert.
When I woke up I reached my hand under the pillow and felt the film canister. It 
was warm from lying beneath my head. Maybe I’d go to Texas one day, see if it looked 
like my dream.
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Things o f Light and Beauty 
Her mother didn’t have hair anymore. Gold earrings dangled from her ears, made obvious 
by the missing hair. Izzy lay in the middle of her parents’ big bed, warm and cozy with 
the blankets pulled up all around her. She reached out a hand to touch her m om’s head, to 
see what it felt like without hair. The stubble was soft under her fingertips, softer than her 
hair was when she had it. Izzy liked this new feeling, but Mom gave her a sad sort o f 
smile and took her hand away.
Izzy reached up again, thinking this was a fun new game, but before she could 
feel that softness M om ’s hand was there, and this time she didn’t let go. Her hand was 
cool around Izzy’s. “No,” her mother said, and for some reason she was crying, the tears 
falling fast down her cheeks. Izzy took her other hand and touched the tears, then put her 
finger in her mouth and rubbed her tongue against the saltiness.
Mom opened the book and began to read. “Once upon a time, there was a little 
girl who lived in Scotland. Her name was Donna, and all she wanted when she grew up 
was her father’s kilt. Donna thought it was the most beautiful kilt in the world.” She 
brought the book down to Izzy’s level so she could see the picture. The kilt was a mass of 
colors, red and green and purple and blue, all criss-crossing each other in wide and 
narrow bands o f brilliance. Izzy thought it was beautiful too. Her mother went on, “It 
didn’t look like all the other kilts, which Donna thought plain and simple. This kilt was 
special.”
Izzy drifted o ff to sleep with visions o f great bearded men in kilts. They danced 
around giant stone circles, with snow-covered mountains in the distance, their white
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peaks standing out in sharp contrast to their deep green slopes. All the women had kilts 
too, and they danced inside the stone circle, without any hair on their heads.
Zimbabwe
A woman approaches. She is naked from the waist up, her chocolate breasts swinging 
like pendulums. Gold earrings sway and sparkle with each step. She smiles, and Izzy sees 
emptiness in her mouth where teeth should be. She is scared that this woman will eat her 
up, gently though, without any teeth, a soggy rubbery pressure against her skin with each 
bite. The woman pokes at Izzy’s chubby bottom, supported by the hammock, and speaks 
in a language Izzy doesn’t understand. It is a high keening noise, interspersed with low 
humming sounds. Izzy imagines the woman is saying, “Lots of meat on this one, build 
the fire higher so we can eat soon,” but she isn’t sure. She does know that the heat 
suddenly becomes almost unbearable, that she can hear the fabric of the hammock 
charring and crisping. Can feel the criss-cross pattern burning into her flesh, like lines on 
the steaks her daddy makes on Sundays, when she sits in her high-chair and eats bananas 
and giggles while her parents drink wine and smile at each other.
She starts to cry. The woman jum ps up and down, shrieking, waves her arms in 
circles. Several men run to the fire. The woman speaks so fast that Izzy can’t even 
imagine what she is saying, and the men run off in different directions, but return 
moments later, carrying drums made o f wood and animal hides.
The woman reaches her hands into the flames and raises Izzy above them. She 
takes her gently from the hammock and blows cool air on Izzy’s bums, soothing them. 
The men begin to play a slow beat on their drums, swaying in time with their rhythm.
The woman holds Izzy high above her head and spins in a slow circle. Izzy giggles with 
delight as the world spins around her, like the globe in her father’s study, a blending o f 
browns and scrubby greens. The drumming grows more frenzied and the woman spins 
faster and faster until Izzy feels like she will never be able to breathe again.
It stops, as suddenly as it began. The woman lowers Izzy and smiles that toothless 
smile at her. Izzy smiles back, almost as toothless as the woman, and reaches out her 
hand. She touches the flashing gold in the woman’s ear and pulls. The woman winces and 
slaps her arm away, but then removes the earring and places it into Izzy’s chubby hand.
Then she lifts one o f her heavy breasts and Izzy sees it is tipped with a white 
droplet. She places her lips around the nipple and tastes a sweetness like her own 
mother’s milk, but different too, darker, earthier. There are hints o f roasted meat, dried 
grasses, sweat, and even the sweetly rotten taste o f death. It is delicious.
“Daughter,” the woman says in a language that must be English because Izzy 
understands it perfectly, or else it is a universal language that only mothers and daughters 
know.
Izzy removes her mouth from the nipple, and with milk rimming her plump lips 
and dripping down her chin, says, for the first time, “Mother.”
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Her dad said that her mother was in a better place, but Izzy wasn’t sure what that meant. 
They went to the cemetery this morning, and Izzy wondered if that was supposed to be a 
better place, but she didn’t like it very much. There were a lot o f people who she didn’t 
know there, and they kept looking at her funny and patting the top of her head. Izzy held 
tight to her father’s hand, even though it was covered in sweat. She didn’t know what else 
to hold on to.
“W here’s a better place?” she asked.
Dad was sitting on the couch, his dark eyes staring out into the distance, but not 
really looking at anything. He put his face in his hands.
“Daddy, I want to know,” Izzy said, and poked at his shoulder. She nestled closer 
to him, hoping to make him aware o f her existence, hoping he’d hold her close and tell 
her what was going on.
He did look towards her and put his arm around her shoulder. He pulled her to 
him and Izzy was comforted by the strength she felt in that arm. “It’s a place where her 
hair grows back and is beautiful again, where she can look at us whenever she wants to.” 
His voice cracked when he spoke, like there was something in the way.
Izzy thought about where a place like that could be, where her mom could just 
look at them all the time. “Is it like space? Is she in a space shuttle?”
Dad laughed a fractured kind o f laugh, and choked on it. He coughed and Izzy’s 
body shook with his. “No, it’s not like space. It’s hard to explain, but you’ll understand 
when you’re older.”
“But I want to know now. Is it like Antarctica?” The last book her mom read to 
her had been about Antarctica, and she imagined her on a big slab of ice and snow, with 
her long dark hair flowing behind her in the wind. The sun shone down and reflected off 
the whiteness, making everything brighter. Maybe somewhere in that reflection her mom 
could see her and Dad sitting together on the couch.
“Not like Antarctica either.” He took his arm from around her and put both his 
hands on her shoulders. He looked right at her and said, “You mom is an angel in Heaven 
now, and she can look at us whenever she wants to because Heaven is high above us and 
it’s the best place in the world.”
“An angel? Like with wings? Can she fly around? Can we go there and see her?” 
He stuck out his lower jaw  and bit his upper lip, which he always did when he 
was thinking hard. Izzy thought it made him look funny. “Yeah, she can fly all over 
Heaven. But we can’t go see her yet. We will be able to later, but not for a long tim e.” 
“But later?”
“Yes, later.” He pulled her to him and hugged her harder than he’d ever hugged 
her before. “Now, could you go play with your toys for a few minutes, please?” His face 
was red and blotchy and his eyes looked so wet that Izzy imagined she could jum p into 
them and swim. But he’d never said please quite like that before, so she hopped off the
couch and went upstairs.
She went to her dad’s study to look at his globe. She wanted to find out where 
Heaven was. She’d always loved this globe, liked to spin it beneath her hand and feel the 
bumps o f the mountains as they went by. She climbed onto the desk and sat down next to
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it. She put one hand on it and spun it with her other, waiting for something other than just 
hard bumps or smooth surface. Heaven must feel different from everywhere else.
Norway
She thinks that Santa Claus might live here. Santa Claus and Mrs. Claus and all the little 
elves. Everywhere she looks is white, an endless expanse o f snow. She can’t see anything 
on the horizon, not even a tree or a mountain, just flatness. The idea that she might be all 
alone in the middle o f nowhere scares her, but, she thinks, if  this is where Santa Claus 
lives, then surely he will find her soon, and until then she may as well have fun playing in 
the snow.
She pulls her hood up and lies down. She sinks a little into the fluffy softness and 
thinks this is what a bed o f marshmallows must feel like. She spreads her arms and legs 
apart, dragging them back and forth across the snow. Then carefully, slowly, she stands 
up and hops away. It looks like a person, but with wings. An angel. Izzy wonders if her 
mom is made out o f snow too now. Maybe her mom is here. Maybe if she makes enough 
angels her mom will see and come visit. Izzy lies down again, and with a fury she didn’t 
know she had, makes angel after angel. Finally, when she is too tired to even lie down 
once more, she looks around her. It looks as though there are hundreds of angels, all the 
same size and shape. Some o f them look like they’re holding hands, and Izzy wishes that 
was her and her mom, snow angels together, looking up into the blue sky. But it’s just 
snow, and her mom isn’t anywhere, so Izzy sits down and cries.
She cries and cries as the day darkens into night and her tears begin to freeze onto 
her cheeks. She realizes she is shivering, and wipes her eyes and stands up. She has to 
find somewhere warm to spend the night. The moon is full and reflects o ff the snow, so 
there is light enough to see by. Off in the distance she sees something moving, and thinks 
it must be Santa, or at least some of his elves come to take her to the North Pole and wrap 
a blanket around her and put her in front o f a crackling fire with a giant mug of hot cocoa, 
so she walks towards the movement.
As she nears, she sees what look like giant deer with big antlers. “Reindeer,” she 
sighs out loud. There are hundreds o f them, walking around aimlessly, lying in the snow, 
their antlers sticking up from the whiteness. Izzy slows, steps as carefully as she can, not 
wanting to disturb them. When she is close, close enough to see the fuzz on their antlers, 
one o f them turns his head and looks at her with great brown eyes. He nods, as if in 
recognition, and Izzy feels welcomed to walk closer.
The reindeer stands still and watches her. He is taller than she is, his antlers 
longer than her arms, but she isn’t scared. There is a kindness in his eyes, and she realizes 
they are the exact same color as her father’s. She reaches up to touch the reindeer’s 
shoulder. The fur is thick, and coarse on the surface but soft underneath. She buries her 
hand deep into it, then leans her cheek against it. Heat radiates from his body, warming 
her. She wishes that her father felt like this, that she could burrow into the curve of his 
arms and feel this warm, but he just tells her to go play with her toys and leave him alone, 
that he has to be alone for a while.
Other reindeer approach, all with those same brown eyes, and form a circle 
around her. They lie down in the snow, and motion with their heads for her to do the 
same. Izzy sinks gratefully into the snow, and the reindeer press their great bodies against 
her. She rests her head on the first one’s shoulder, and it is the softest pillow she could 
ever want. Her frozen tears melt and trickle down her face until her cheeks are warm and 
dry. Izzy closes her eyes and falls asleep.
Izzy was waiting for him when he walked back into the house. He’d been next door 
helping Mrs. Norman with something, where he was most o f the time it seemed. Izzy 
didn’t know why her dad had to mow the lawn, or fix the gutters, why Mr. Norman 
couldn’t do it, but she wished he’d spend more time with her. “Dad,” she said, “can you 
help me with my homework?”
He puffed out his cheeks and let the air out slowly. “I’m pretty tired, hon.” 
“That’s because you’re always over there helping Mrs. Norman with something. 
Why can’t you help me?” Her books were spread across the kitchen table. She’d been 
trying to do her math homework, but she couldn’t seem to figure out how to do 
subtraction. “It’s just subtraction,” she said sulkily.
“Maybe after dinner, but right now I just need to lie down for a bit.” He walked 
over to the fridge and pulled out a can. The top popped with a fizz that lingered in Izzy’s 
mind long after he’d walked out of the room and flipped on the television.
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Arizona
Outside, the sun beats down, but inside the cave Izzy is nice and cool. She is in the wall 
of a canyon, hundreds of feet above the bottom, and hundreds o f feet below the rim. The 
walls range from a dark brown to almost white to sandy red to dark purple. It’s like she’s
stuck inside a rainbow.
Far below Izzy can see a blue ribbon of a river. She’ll have to ask her dad which 
river it is when she gets back, if he can tear him self away from work and Mrs. Norman 
for a few minutes. He’s there most of the time, coming home to check on her sometimes, 
and to make dinner and watch TV and sleep, but Izzy wishes he were there to play with 
her more, and to talk to her. Maybe they could take a trip to the Grand Canyon together; 
maybe he’d want to go just with her; maybe that would make everything okay again. 
Sometimes when she’s alone in her room she spends hours poring over travel books and 
looking through magazines for places she wants to go with her dad, places where they
can be alone together.
She backs up from the edge and looks around the cave. Enough light filters in that 
she can see drawings on the stone walls. Stick figure men with long spears chase after 
buffalo and deer. A hunched over figure with long hair dances and plays a flute. Suns 
with curved rays hover above the people. One man, larger than the others, leads the hunt. 
He holds his spear above his head, ready to strike.
Izzy imagines her father leading a hunt, with his dark hair long and braided and 
oiled, like an Indian’s. He could do it, she knows. He could fit in with this scene on the
wall, skins and furs around his tall body, his dark eyes narrowed in concentration as he 
runs after the buffalo. He could throw the spear as far as any o f these men, and as 
straight. She imagines it hitting the buffalo above the left shoulder, and she sees the 
animal fall to the ground in pain, blood welling from the wound, soaking the dark hair. 
She sees her father approach the buffalo, his fist held high in victory. But the buffalo 
struggles to its feet, and stabs upward with its horns, gouging Dad in the thigh. There is a 
wet ripping sound and she covers her ears, trying to make it go away, but it w on’t. Then 
it’s her dad’s turn to fall to the ground, blood pouring from his leg. The buffalo stands 
above him, its eyes dark and proud, like her father’s were, and stares at Izzy.
The image fades and she traces the outlines in the rock. It’s not real, she tells 
herself; I don’t want that to happen. But a part o f her does, she knows, because she’s not 
sure that he loves her anymore. All she’d done was ask him to spend as much time with 
her as he did with Mrs. Norman, reminded him that she was his daughter. H e’d clenched 
his free hand into a fist, curled the other around his beer can so tight that his knuckles 
went white, and she was scared that he wanted to hit her. He wouldn’t, she knew, but the 
fact that maybe he wanted to made her run upstairs.
The sun is going down outside. She looks around and finds two small sticks. She 
makes a pile of leaves and twigs, and rubs the two sticks together, like her teacher says 
the Indians did, until a spark flies out and lights the leaves. She blows gently on the fire 
until flames lick around the twigs. She feeds it slowly, building it up until firelight 
reflects o ff the cave walls, making the figures seem to come alive and dance. They look 
so real that she stands up and joins them in their dance. Her blonde hair flies out behind
her as she spins and twirls. She shuts her eyes and whirls as fast as she can, her arms high 
above her head, waving in the light. Her shadow whirls with her, as do the rock drawings, 
and it is as though an entire tribe dances in the firelight, stomping and swaying and 
making joy together.
She was in history class, listening to Mr. Foss talk about how some Africans sold their 
own people into slavery, when she felt a wetness between her legs. She’d been half 
expecting this, since most o f her friends already had their periods, but she’d hoped it 
would happen at home, and she could just run into her bathroom and take a shower. “Can 
I go to the bathroom?” she asked, thrusting her hand into the air.
Mr. Foss nodded and she squeezed her legs together as much as she could as she 
walked to the door. Once she was out o f the classroom she saw that the hallway was 
empty, and did a shuffling run to the bathroom, keeping her thighs together. She pulled 
down her pants and saw that her underwear was stained a bright red. There were 
splotches o f blood on both her thighs. She wiped herself with toilet paper and stuffed as 
much as she could into her underwear. The blood hadn’t seeped through to her jeans, so 
nobody would be able to see anything, and there was only another hour until school got 
out.
Dad was there when she got home, half sitting, half lying on the couch, watching 
a baseball game. “Dad, I need to talk to you.” There was an edge o f hysteria to her voice 
that she tried to control.
“What is it?” he asked, shifting into a sitting position and muting the TV.
“I got my period today.” She looked away from him as she said it, embarrassed of
how he might look at her.
“Oh, well,” he fumbled for words. “I don’t really know what to do here. Can you 
talk to a friend’s mom about it?”
She heard the long gurgle of beer going down his throat and raised her eyes to 
him. He w asn’t looking at her, was looking at the ballgame. There was a pyramid o f beer 
cans on the coffee table in front of him, and Isabel felt sick looking at it all. “Never 
mind,” she muttered and went upstairs.
Pacific Ocean
Luckily there is a log to hang onto. She climbs onto it so that it’s underneath her armpits 
and she can rest her head on it. Her body bobs with the waves. She looks around, hoping 
to see a ship o f some sort, a cruise ship, a fishing boat, even a pirate ship, but all she sees 
is blue: the water, the horizon, the sky high above her.
She feels the water wash up inside o f her. It’s cold, but feels clean. It seeps up 
into her and she imagines it lapping like waves against the walls o f her vagina. Maybe 
this is what sex feels like, something cool and refreshing inside of her.
Isabel has never even kissed a boy, but she knows about sex. All the girls talk 
about it at lunch, and cover their blushes and giggles with their hands. Some o f her 
friends have kissed boys, but nobody has had sex. That doesn’t stop them from imagining
it, from talking about it using words they’ve gotten from movies, like dick and pussy and 
boner.
She even caught her dad at it once, with the neighbor, Mrs. Norman. Her stomach 
was upset so she went home from school early. She pulled open her bedroom curtain to 
let the sunshine in, and saw movement in the window across the narrow yard. Mrs. 
Norman had her shirt off, her large breasts hanging low. There was a hand around one of 
them. Then an arm, then a shoulder, then her father’s head, his dark hair all messed up. 
Isabel knew she shouldn’t be watching, didn’t even want to watch, but she couldn’t tear 
her eyes away. Mrs. Norman turned around and pressed her back up against the window. 
Her dad shoved him self against her and Mrs. N orm an’s cheek squished against the glass. 
Her father’s head was next to hers, his eyes closed, his mouth pulled into something 
painful looking. It was that expression that made Isabel pull the curtains closed. She was 
scared that if she watched long enough his mouth would turn into something else entirely, 
something twisted and terrifying.
This feeling between her legs doesn’t scare her though. The water feels more pure 
than any she’s ever felt before. She reaches between her legs to see if it feels different, 
and she feels slick water and salt. Her toes tingle as she touches herself, so she doesn’t 
stop, pretends her hands are the water, reaching inside herself, cleaning herself, washing 
away Izzy the girl and creating, out o f the sea, Isabel the woman.
After, she lays her head on the log and lets the sun’s heat seep into her face. She 
sleeps, and doesn’t wake until something brushes against her foot. She looks down and 
sees a shark circling underneath her, its body huge and dark beneath the water. A part of
her mind tells her she should be scared, should be screaming for help, but the sun and her 
fingers have made her complacent, so she just watches, admiring the way it seems to 
move so effortlessly.
The shark slides along her foot and she flinches, but then curves her foot so that 
all o f it touches the cold skin. She can feel its muscles as it swims back and forth, 
caressing her. There are worse things, she thinks, than being stuck in the middle o f the 
ocean with a shark. Maybe she’ll never go back to her yellow house with the peeling 
paint, to her father who doesn’t know how to talk to her anymore, only knows how to 
screw around with the neighbor, to her mother’s grave where she places daffodils in the 
spring. She reaches down and touches the shark with her fingers.
She decided it was time to confront Mrs. Norman. She never saw her father anymore 
because when he wasn’t working he was sneaking over to the neighbors’ while Mr. 
Norman obliviously put in his long hours at the hospital. Isabel put on her best skirt, tried 
to look as adult as possible, and marched across the yard.
Mrs. Norman answered the door. She wore a faded yellow nightgown. Her dark 
hair stuck out in all directions like she’d just gotten out o f bed. “Hi, Isabel,” she said, her 
voice bright. “What can I do for you?”
Isabel was quiet for a moment. She’d practiced this over and over again, but now 
that she was standing here in front o f Mrs. Norman, it was hard to get the words out. 
“Can I borrow some sugar?”
Mrs. Norman looked as surprised as Isabel felt, but said, “O f course, how much 
do you need?”
“Just a couple cups. I’m making cookies. For my dad.” She said it like a 
challenge, like Mrs. Norman should be offended.
“Oh that’s sweet o f you, I ’ll be right back with it.”
Isabel watched her disappear into the house, her nightgown trailing behind her 
like the train on a wedding dress. She thought about her mother, trying to steel up the 
courage to say what she wanted to.
Mrs. Norman came back with a container full o f sugar. “Here you are, honey. 
Anything else?”
“Yes, actually. I want you to stop seeing my dad.” She looked straight into Mrs. 
N orm an’s pale brown eyes as she spoke, and saw them widen in confusion.
“I don’t know what you’re talking about.” Her voice was still full o f that false 
promise of friendship.
Isabel looked at her, twisted the comer of her mouth in disbelief. “I’m not dumb. I
know what’s going on.”
A dark red crept up Mrs. Norm an’s neck, but her voice didn’t change. “Your 
father is a wonderful neighbor who helps me out because Sam is so busy all the time, and 
that’s it. Sam knows all about it.”
Isabel shrugged. It felt good to defy an adult. “I’m just asking you to stop. 
Otherwise I might have a talk with Sam and let him know the type o f work Dad does for 
you.”
“Give me that,” Mrs. Norman said, and reached out to take the sugar. Isabel held 
on to it, and they pulled against each other. After a moment Isabel let go. Mrs. Norman 
stumbled backwards and tripped on the hem of her nightgown. She fell onto her bottom 
and the sugar slammed into the floor. The lid came off and little white granules flew out 
o f the container, scattering onto the floor and in Mrs. N orm an’s dark hair. Isabel smiled 
at her, said, “Thanks for the sugar,” and walked out the front door.
Japan
Isabel stands next to a bubbling stream, surrounded by stone walkways and lush 
greenery. She wanders up one o f the paths. Trees arch overhead, their long leaves casting 
speckled shadows on the ground. Purple and pink flowers bloom brilliantly along the 
path, giving off a light, refreshing scent, and her spirit lifts with the beauty o f it all.
The path ends in a clearing. One half is given over to a tidy garden. Row upon 
row o f vegetables, and three herb patches. Everything is meticulously weeded. The other 
half o f the clearing is just a grassy swath. Men with shaved heads and orange robes kneel 
over the garden, digging and hoeing and pulling weeds. Others sit on the grass, either 
gazing into the distance or with eyes closed. Isabel stands still, unsure of what to do. She 
hopes that one o f the men will notice her and make the decision for her.
After a moment one o f the sitting men turns his head in her direction. His eyes 
widen and he stands up and walks toward her. Other men notice his movement and look
on with interest, but no one else approaches. When he is close, he inclines his head 
politely. Isabel does the same, and says, “Hello.”
He smiles at her. His teeth are small, like he never lost his children’s teeth. "I 
don’t mean to disturb you,” she says. He shakes his head, still smiling. Isabel assumes he 
can’t speak, has taken a vow o f silence or something. “I’m Isabel.” She holds out her 
hand for him to shake. He takes it in his own soft brown hand and shakes vigorously. He 
doesn’t let go. Isabel pulls away, but his hand only tightens around her own. His eyes 
twinkle and he gestures behind him with his head.
Isabel allows herself to be led up a tall hill. Her calves are tired at the top, but the 
pain melts away when she sees the building spread out below her. It is a thing o f blue- 
gray stone, all spires and swinging walkways and delicate arches. Isabel lets out a gasp of 
pleasure. The man nods his head excitedly and tugs on her hand.
He takes her down the hill and through an arch overgrown with ivy and tiny 
lavender blooms that smell like the beginning o f the world. Once inside she realizes that 
there is no real inside, simply areas covered with roofs and bounded by walls, but there 
are no doors and no floor, other than grass and dirt and soft moss. In one o f the rooms 
there is a long wooden table set up. He motions for her to sit, and runs off through one o f 
the doorways. He returns moments later with a large bowl of soup, which he places in 
front o f her, then sits down across from her. Isabel nods her head in thanks. Silence 
seems to be contagious.
The soup is delicious, lightly seasoned, with chunks o f pale fish. Isabel smiles at 
the man. He opens his mouth wide and nods once, a thank you. She thinks about silence,
about how much can be said with it. Thinks about everything there is still to say, and all 
the ways to speak. She takes another spoonful o f soup, bites into the flaky fish, and lets 
the flavors converge on her tongue.
It was the anniversary of her mother’s death. “Do you want to go to the cemetery?” she 
asked her father, but was met with more o f the silence that had become the norm in their 
house. So she went by herself. It was one of those days where the air was so heavy with 
moisture that it felt like it was suffocating her, but it wouldn’t rain. The graveyard was 
shrouded in this fog, the headstones sticking up like fists from the ground.
Her mother’s grave was in the comer, under a lilac tree that often threw shadows 
and light across the headstone, causing sparkles in the granite to dance across its surface 
as the wind blew, but there was no shade today. The scent was there though, sweet and 
ripe. Isabel lay the bouquet o f daffodils and yellow roses next to the headstone and sat 
down on the wet grass. “I miss you, Mom,” she said, even though she wasn’t sure if  that 
was true. It was difficult to miss someone she never really knew, but she missed the 
presence of a mother, had felt an emptiness her whole life. It had gotten worse in the past 
years, since she and Dad started ignoring each other and replacing love with silence, 
because neither o f them knew how to bridge that gap.
She leaned over and kissed the cold stone. It was rough against her lips, but she 
lingered there, inhaling the stale and earthy smell o f graveyards. And then, ’’Fuck,” she 
muttered and slammed the heel o f her palm against the stone. It just w asn’t fair. Her hand 
stung and a little blood rose to the surface. She licked it away.
She trudged back to the house and saw that her dad had gone through two more 
beers in the hour she’d been gone. She wanted so badly to say something, but didn’t 
know what to say, so she reached for the can on the table. It was half full, cold water 
condensed on the outside. Isabel took a sip. It tasted good, cool and bubbly against her 
throat. She took another sip, a longer one this time. Her dad just watched her.
When she set it back down it was almost empty. He swirled it a little, gave her a 
rueful look, and finished it. “Get me another?” he asked.
Isabel ignored him and sat down on the couch. There was a small space between 
them. A baseball game was on TV. Isabel thought that the men looked like little insects 
on the field. “W ho’s playing?” she asked, though she didn’t know any teams.
“Twins and Tigers.” His hand reached for the beer can, but paused in midair, and 
settled onto his knee. His fingers were short and wide, the nails blunt and yellowing 
around the edges. Isabel reached out to touch one, thinking about silence, and all that it 
can do. His hand was rough, and tensed when she touched it, but didn’t move. She left 
her hand there.
“Do you miss her?” Isabel asked.
He nodded.
“Yeah, me too,” she said. She slipped her hand underneath his so they were palm 
to palm.
Then, because she wanted to save this moment before anything bad could happen, 
she went upstairs to his study to look at the globe. It was old, its colors faded. The 
wooden stand was shiny from being touched for so many years. It felt as though the globe
had always been there for her, something solid to put her hands on. She was familiar with 
each bump, could recognize countries by their feel. She never tired of watching it spin 
round and round, o f imagining all the places in this world she wanted to see someday.
Guatemala
Their cemeteries are things of light and beauty. Above-ground graves painted in bright, 
dazzling colors. Isabel is overwhelmed by the shades o f blue and green, with bright 
graves of red and purple interspersed. She lightly strokes the side of the nearest 
mausoleum. The cement is cold to her touch. She walks around to the front of it where an 
image of Mary is inscribed. Mary smiles at her, her eyes inscrutable, and Isabel feels a 
lightening o f her own burden. It is not a happiness, but an acceptance. Mary, perhaps 
more than anyone else, is familiar with this feeling.
It is her second cemetery of the day. That morning, as she dropped a handful of 
wet earth on her father’s dark coffin, she cried. She cried as the moist dirt fell between 
her fingers and landed with a soft thud on his coffin, and she wiped her tears and left 
streaks of mud along her cheeks.
When she got home she was alone, and the big house had never seemed so empty 
before. She went to her closet and took out a shoebox. Inside was a gold earring. It w asn’t 
shiny anymore, but it still tinkled when she shook it, a music that filled her head with 
images o f fire and dancing, and her mouth with the barely-remembered taste of mother’s 
milk. She slipped it through the hole in her left ear and walked over to the globe. Isabel
reached her hand up to the earring and stroked its smooth surface. The globe was cool to 
her touch, and she closed her eyes and spun, felt it slide beneath her finger.
Down the dirt path, kneeling in front of a turquoise grave, is an old woman. Isabel 
watches her place red and white carnations on the ground. Then she takes something 
from around her neck, kisses it, and hangs it from the cross that sticks up from the tomb. 
The woman stands up and slowly walks away from the grave, her shoulders hunched as if 
with a great weight.
Isabel walks over to the mausoleum. The cement is cracked and pitted, dirt lodged 
in those spaces, marbling turquoise with browns and reds. She thinks that the dirt only 
makes it more beautiful, gives it a sense of age and loss. She wonders who lies in this 
tomb, whose bones that woman knelt in front of. A necklace o f wooden beads and a cross 
hangs from the tomb. Isabel strokes it, listens to the beads clicking against each other.
She takes the gold earring out of her ear. She shakes it gently, listens to its music. 
Then, slowly, she hooks it onto the beaded necklace, and touches both, cross and earring, 
in parting.
